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technology. To build terahertz diagnostic systems, various types of radiation sources are required. This review
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both on quantum optical transitions between different energy levels in the system and generation schemes not

directly related to quantum transitions, which can be attributed to classical schemes.
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1. Introduction

It is generally accepted that the terahertz (THz) range

of the spectrum of electromagnetic waves lies in the

frequency range of 0.1 to 10 THz (at wavelengths of

3mm to 30µm) [1], although a number of authors

shift the upper frequency of this range to 15−20THz,

which reflects some blurring of the boundaries of THz

range [2]. Electromagnetic THz emission occupies the

region of the spectrum between infrared (IR) light and

microwave radiation, and is also called far-infrared radiation.

This range is unique in that just in the THz region the

main characteristic spectral features of various compounds,

environments and biological tissues, molecular oscillations

and atomic transitions in Rydberg states fall. Besides, the

THz region includes resonance frequencies associated with

transitions between the states of shallow impurity centers

and excitons in semiconductors, as well as frequencies of

transitions between levels of size quantization of electrons
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and holes in low-dimensional structures. Significant interest

in the far-IR or THz range, in spectroscopy in this range,

appeared after the end of World War II and was caused

by occurred problems in astronomy and chemistry related

to the spectroscopy of vibrational and rotational transitions

in various molecules [3]. At that time, the THz tools

were extremely limited, mainly due to the lack of compact,

fast, reliable, and at the same time intense radiation

sources and sensitive receivers. Over the past 30−35 years

enormous progress has been made in the development

of THz-band tools. Semiconductor THz quantum-cascade

lasers appeared, a new technique of THz spectroscopy

was formed — THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS),
based on generation and detection of broadband pulsed

THz emission using pulses from femtosecond lasers in the

visible or near-IR ranges, as well as fast Fourier transform

of THz waveforms [1–4]. The successes achieved in the

creation of THz-range devices and the development of THz

technologies are largely related to successes in the study of

non-equilibrium phenomena in solids and, in particular, in

semiconductors.

This review will consider the generation of THz emission

in semiconductors and semiconductor structures using both

quantum transitions between electronic energy levels and

classical methods for generating THz emission, based, in

particular, on excitation by femtosecond laser pulses of

fast dipole moment or short burst of photocurrent, which

form the basis of the THz-TDS technique. Issues of

detecting THz emission are also very important for the THz

technologies development, and semiconductor structures

play a significant role here. The principles and approaches

to detecting THz emission using semiconductor structures

are presented in a number of reviews (see, for example,

reviews [3–5], as well as new reviews [6,7]), and therefore

will not be considered here.

2. THz emission during quantum optical
transitions in semiconductors

2.1. Quantum cascade structures

2.1.1. Background

The invention of the quantum cascade laser (QCL),
initially demonstrated for wavelengths in the mid-IR range,

and 8 years later resulted in the creation of laser for THz

range [9], essentially opened a new era in semiconductor

optoelectronics. The QCL structure is a multi-period system

of tunnel-coupled quantum wells (QWs), in which the

emission of light quanta occurs when an electric field is

applied as a result of cascade transitions of free carriers

between subbands of size quantization in the process of

downward relaxation in energy, and the mechanism for

pumping radiating states is resonant tunneling. The emission

wavelength in QCL is completely controlled by the size

quantization of charge carriers; unlike traditional injection

lasers it is not related to the band gap of the material and can

vary by changing the width of quantum wells in the active

region of the structure. Such lasers operate on majority

carriers and are, in principle, unipolar devices.

The invention of QCLs was preceded by the theoretical

prediction of R.F. Kazarinov and R.A. Suris relating light

amplification and laser generation due to intersubband

optical transitions in quantum wells excited as a result

of resonant tunneling of electrons under electrical bias of

the structure [10], made shortly after the discovery of

superlattices (SL) by L. Esaki and R. Tsu [11]. The

experimental implementation of the first QCL [8] was

carried out only more than 20 years after the appearance

of the fundamental results mentioned above, and for this it

was necessary to solve a number of serious problems [12].
In particular, it was necessary to develop special SLs

that play the role of an electron Bragg filter, which

made it possible to significantly suppress the unwanted

tunneling of electrons into neighboring quantum wells

from upper laser states and, thereby, achieve the ratio

of electron lifetimes at laser levels necessary to obtain

population inversion. Besides, it was necessary to minimize

the influence on the energy levels pattern of the space

charge caused by free carriers injected into the structure.

QCLs appeared as a result of many years of studies in

the field of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and studies

in the field of engineering the energy bands structure,

wave functions of free charge carriers, probabilities of

optical transitions, tunneling probabilities, probabilities of

charge carrier scattering on phonons in low-dimensional

systems [12–16].
Figure 1 schematically shows the conduction band dia-

gram of one of the sections of the 25-period (active region

plus electron injector region) quantum cascade structure

(QCS) AlInGaAs|InP in electric field ∼ 100 kV/cm, in

which laser generation was obtained at wavelength of

4.26µm [8]. The structure was grown by MBE method.

The active region of the QCL structure contains 3QWs

and 4 barriers of different widths. Laser generation in

such structure occurs according to a four-level scheme,

which is used to describe the generation mechanism in

many gas and solid-state lasers. Population inversion is

achieved between the excited states n = 3 and n = 2 in

the active region of the QCS, the energy gap between

which is 295meV according to calculations. The time of

spontaneous emission transitions between the states n = 3

and n = 2 (indirect optical transitions in coordinate space)
is ∼ 13 ps. n = 3 state, localized mainly in QW 8 Å wide, is

pumped by electrons tunneling through AlInAs barrier 45 Å
thick from the region containing AlInAs|GaInAs SL with

a variable effective band gap (SLVBG), which acts as an

injector. The period of such SL is constant, but in the

direction X the ratio of the QW width and the barrier

changes, which leads to an effective band gap varying in the

direction X (digitally graded alloy). The effective band gap

in the SLVBG increases during transition towards X from

left to right. Besides, to minimize the space charge effects

during electron injection, the SLVBG region is doped with
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the conduction band of

AlInGaAs|InP quantum cascade structure, in which laser gener-

ation was achieved at wavelength of 4.26 µm [8]. The distribution

of the squared absolute values of the wave functions of states 1, 2

and 3 is also shown schematically.

silicon (donor-type impurity). According to calculations [8],
in the electric field ∼ 105 V/cm the SLVBG regions turn

out to be quasi-neutral with an almost flat bottom of the

effective conduction band (see Figure 1). Electrons relax in

energy in the SLVBG region, and then are tunnel-injected

into the n = 3 state of the active region. According to

estimates [8], the characteristic time of such tunneling is

∼ 0.2 ps, and the time of transitions from the state n = 3

to the state n = 2 with phonon emission (the main channel

of nonradiative relaxation of the state n = 3) is ∼ 4.3 ps

in the field ∼ 105 V/cm. The probability of transitions

from the state n = 2 to the state n = 1 (the energy gap

is 30meV) with the emission of phonons turns out to be

high due to the strong overlap of wave functions and the

small difference in values of quasi-momentum of electrons

in these states, and the corresponding transition time

is ∼ 0.6 ps. The time of electron tunneling exit from the

state n = 1 to the SLVBG region is also small and amounts

to ∼ 0.5 ps. The ratio of the above energy relaxation

times leads to the appearance of the population inversion

between the states n = 3 and n = 2 and, accordingly, to

laser generation.

Further, other laser generation schemes were imple-

mented in the QCS for the mid-IR range (see, for example,

the review [12]), with a different number of QWs in the

active region, both with spatially -indirect and direct optical

transitions. Lasers have been created that have a sufficiently

high output power, operate at room temperature, both in

pulsed and continuous mode, and emit in the region from

3.4 to 19µm [12].

2.1.2. Quantum cascade THz lasers

The methods and approaches developed during the

creation of QCLs in the mid-IR range made it possible

to create THz QCLs. The first THz QCL uses a band

scheme with so-called chirped SL in the active region of

the structure. Laser generation at a frequency of 4.4 THz

(wavelength 68µm) with a peak power of the order of

2mW (at 8K) was obtained in a pulsed mode with a

threshold current density of the order of several hundreds

of A/cm2 and was observed up to temperatures about 50K.

Figure 2 schematically shows the fragment of structure

of conduction band of such THz laser in electric field

3.5 kV/cm. Period of QCS contains 7Qws GaAs with

different width separated by barriers Al0.15Ga0.85As, also

with different width. The structure was grown by MBE

method on GaAs substrate. In total, the structure contains

104 periods. The active region contains three strongly

tunnel-coupled QWs, and the injector region contains four

QWs. According to the results of the paper [9], the laser

generation occurs during spatially direct optical transitions

through a mini-band gap about 18meV between states 2

and 1 in the second and first mini-bands, respectively.

Electrons in the injector resonantly tunnel into the upper

laser state 2 from the ground state g. The lower laser

state 1 is strongly coupled with a wide mini-band (width

about 17meV [9]) in the injector region, which ensures its

rapid depletion due to the electrons transition to the first

mini-band of injector. Numerical calculations [9] using the

Monte Carlo method, solving three-dimensional Boltzmann

equations taking into account the relaxation of electron

energy due to the electron-phonon and electron-electron

mechanisms showed that the time necessary for electrons

to enter states 2, τ2, is 0.8 ps, time of spontaneous transition

between states 2 and 1 (transition with emission of acoustic

phonon), τ21, is 8.3 ps, and time of depletion of state 1, τ1,

is 2.5 ps. Due to the use in active region of a structure

with an chirped SL τ21 is much higher than τ2. Thus,

τ1 < τ21, which is a necessary condition for achieving the

population inversion between states 2 and 1. Additionally

according to calculations [9] the population inversion occurs

only when electron-electron scattering is taken into account,

and, accordingly, when there is a significant concentration

of non-equilibrium electrons in the active region of the

structure.

The important feature of the THz QCL is the design

of the laser waveguide, which ensures localization of

the THz laser mode in the region where the population

inversion is created, that is, in the region with the grown

SL. In the paper [9] a so-called surface-plasmon (SP)
waveguide was used, they (surfase-plasmons) are excited

in the region between n+-GaAs layer (buried lower contact

layer) with electron concentration 2 · 1018 cm−3 and 800 nm

thick grown between the substrate and SL, and n+-GaAs

layer with electrons concentration 5 · 1018 cm−3, 200 nm

thick, which ends the growth structure, and which also

serves as the upper contact layer. This made it possible to
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Figure 2. Fragment of the conduction band structure of the first THz QCL (calculated data for electric field strength of 3.5 kV/cm [9]).
The squares of absolute values of the wave functions of the states (1, 2 and g) that are most important for achieving laser generation are

also shown schematically. Shaded regions correspond to mini-zones of SL. The quantum well (QW) 102 Å wide in injector was doped

with silicon to level 4 · 1016 cm−3 .

concentrate the laser mode in layer with SL having thickness

about 10µm with a limiting factor Ŵ, characterizing the

degree of overlap of the laser mode field with the region

with population inversion, about 0.47, which facilitates the

achievement of THz laser generation. It is also important

that the SP wave excited in such waveguide is weakly

overlapped by the buried lower contact layer n+-GaAs,

and is concentrated mainly in the specially undoped GaAs

substrate, which minimized THz-radiation absorption on

free carriers [9].
The growth structure was processed into a strip laser with

a resonant cavity length of 1.24mm and width of 180µm.

Laser mirrors were created by cleaving the structure along

planes [110]. Special coatings for laser mirrors were not

used in paper [9].

2.1.3. Existing approaches to the creation of
quantum-cascade THz lasers

The demonstration of the first THz QCL in [9] stimulated

a rapid growth of studies in this direction. After some

time, works relating THz-QCLs started in many laboratories.

The main efforts were aimed at achieving other generation

frequencies in the THz region, increasing the radiation

power and increasing the operating temperature.

Currently, THz-QCL structures are grown using both

MBE [17–19], and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition

(MOCVD) methods [20–23]. As a rule. the active region

of quantum cascade THz lasers consists of hundreds of

repeating periods, alternating QWs (each period includes

a pair of states responsible for laser THz generation)
and one or two injection/extraction sections. All periods

contain doped sections to maintain the constant electric field

throughout the active region of the structure. Currently,

THz QCLs cover the frequency range of 1.3 to 5.4 THz

(without strong magnetic field use) [19]. Lasers were

created with a frequency tuning range about 0.65 THz

at single-frequency generation with a central frequency

∼ 3.47 THz [24]. A peak radiation power about 2W was

achieved in the pulsed mode at 58K [25]. The wide

frequency tuning range of THz generation and high output

power of THz QCLs make it possible to use them in

THz visualization of various objects, in THz spectroscopy,

and also in THz communication [26]. The paper [27]
demonstrated the operation of GaAs|AlGaAs THz QCL

in the pulsed mode with maximum operating temperature

of 250 K and generation frequency about 4 THz. This

temperature record remained for two years. Recently, it

was reported that maximum operating temperature about

261K was achieved for THz QCL [28]. Such operating
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CS (a), BTC (b) and RP (c) designs.

temperatures make it possible to create compact THz lasers

with single-stage thermoelectric cooling, which makes them

very convenient for practical use.

The quantum design of the active region of the THz-QCL

structure is one of the key factors determining the THz

generation frequencies and operating temperatures. There

are three main quantum designs for the active region of

THz-QCL (Figure 3). This is primarily a scheme with an

irregular SL (chirped superlattice, CS) (Figure 3, a), which

was used in the first study relating THz-QCL [9]. An

alternative design based on the so-called scheme of tran-

sitions bound state –continuum state (bound-to-continuum,

BTC) (Figure 3, b) was proposed in [29], and was further

used in a number of subsequent papers (see [19]). BTC

design of the active region of THz QCL made it possible

to significantly improve the parameters of THz QCL in

comparison with those achieved in [9]. In particular, the

operating temperatures were increased and the power of

THz generation was increased (see [19]). An interesting

design for the active region of THz QCL was proposed and

implemented [30], in which the lower laser level is depleted

due to processes involving the emission of optical phonons.

i. e. scheme of resonant-phonon transitions (resonant-
phonon, RP) (Figure 3, c). There are other options for the

quantum design of the active region of THz QCL, which

are variations of the schemes given above (Figure 3). For

example, a quantum design of the active region of THz

QCL was proposed and implemented, in which the pumping

of the upper laser level and depletion of the lower one is

accompanied by processes with the emission of LO phonons

(the so-called phonon–photon–phonon scheme) [31]. New

schemes were also proposed, but they were considered only

theoretically so far (see [19] and other references there).

Currently, the best parameters were achieved for lasers

with RP design of active region. THz QCLs with RP design

can contain four, three, or even two quantum wells in the

active region. Thus, in THz laser with operating temperature

of 250K [27] the active region (and, accordingly, the

QCS period) contains two GaAs QWs with width of 72

and 144.9 Å, separated by barrier Al0.3Ga0.7As 18.7 Å wide,

and the injection barrier Al0.3Ga0.7As is 33.7 Å thick. Laser

generation at frequency about 4 THz in such structure

occurs according to a three-level scheme, with the lower

laser level being depleted due to electron transitions to lower

energy level with the emission of LO phonons. Such a

low-lying energy level, in turn, serves as an injector for

pumping the upper laser level in the next QCS period.

Optimization of the design of the active region in QCS

used in the paper [27], recently made it possible to achieve

the operating temperature of 261K for GaAs|AlGaAs THz
QCLs [28].

In THz QCL with high operating characteristics (high
output power, low threshold currents and elevated operating

temperatures) double metal waveguides are used for good

localization of the THz laser mode in the active region of

the structure. In such waveguides the epitaxial structure

with quantum wells is located between two metal layers

(for example, between Au, Ti|Au or Cu [19] layers, it is

also possible to use Ag layers [32]). To create such laser

structures the separation of growth structure with metal-

coated upper contact layer from the substrate is used, it is

turned over, and then transferred and welded to the surface

of a metal layer on another substrate (receptor substrate),
followed by applying a contact layer of metal to the top

surface of
”
sandwich“ created in this way (flip-chip or

metallic wafer-bonding technology [33,34]). In waveguides

of this type frequency-independent values of the limiting

factor Ŵ ≈ 1 [19] are achieved, which also helps to reduce

the radiation absorption on free carriers in the laser structure

and lower the laser generation threshold.

The decrease in THz-QCL radiation power and the

complete loss of generation in structures based, for example,

on GaAs|AlGaAs with temperature increasing is mainly

determined by the efficient electron-phonon interaction

typical to such polar crystals as materials A3B5 [17]. The

quantum design of THz-QCL is usually developed in such a

way that the energy of optical transitions, and, accordingly,

the energy gap between the subbands of the upper and

lower laser levels are significantly lower than the energy

of the LO phonon. This design prevents depletion of the

upper laser level due to electron scattering processes with

the emission of LO phonons at low (helium) temperatures.
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However, at elevated temperatures, electrons in the upper-

level subband can acquire kinetic energy in QW plane

sufficient for scattering with the emission of polar LO

phonons. Such processes reduce the population inversion

with temperature increasing and lead to complete loss of

laser THz generation, when the gain in the laser medium

becomes less than the optical losses in the structure. To

overcome this fundamental limitation of the laser generation

temperature range in THz QCL, it was proposed to

use nonpolar materials to create laser structures, namely

Ge|SiGe quantum wells (see [35] and other references

there). In such materials the electron-phonon interaction

is determined by a short-range deformation potential and

is significantly weaker in comparison with the long-range

Fröhlich interaction mechanism. The material system Si−Ge

is also interesting in that it has no single-photon absorption

of light by optical phonons (
”
restrahlen band“), and could

potentially make it possible to obtain laser transitions with

frequencies above 6 THz.

In the paper [35] THz laser based on Ge|SiGe n-type QCS
was theoretically considered. The model laser contained

4QWs in the active region, and its operation was assumed

according to BTC scheme previously used in GaAs|AlGaAs
QCL with a similar design of the active region [36] with the

maximum temperature of the THz laser generation about

150K. Numerical calculations demonstrate that Ge|SiGe
QCS is less sensitive to temperature rise compared to

GaAs|AlGaAs, and if optical losses of no more than

20 cm−1 are ensured in the laser waveguide, then in

Ge|SiGe QCS the laser THz generation is possible up to

temperatures about 300K.

Despite the interesting theoretical results, partially noted

above, laser THz generation in SiGe-based QCS was not

yet achieved. Only low-temperature spontaneous THz

electroluminescence was observed experimentally in QCS

Si|SiGe of p-type [37] and Ge|SiGe of n-type [38], caused
by intersubband optical transitions.

2.1.4. THz quantum cascade lasers with high
operating temperatures

Currently, the best parameters were achieved for

THz QCLs based on GaAs|AlGaAs heterostructures ob-

tained on GaAs substrates. Other systems of mate-

rials that are promising for creating THz QCLs with

high operating temperatures were also studied. THz

QCLs based on InGaAs|AlInAs [39], InGaAs|GaAsSb [40]
and InGaAs|AlInGaAs [41] heterostructures grown on InP

substrates were demonstrated, with maximum operating

temperatures in the range 140−150K. GaN|AlGaN het-

erostructures seem to be interesting from the point of

view of the possibility of creating THz QCLs with high

operating temperatures and generation frequencies above

5 THz. In heterostructures of this type, the discontinuity

in the conduction band can exceed 1.5 eV, which makes it

possible to create QWs that are much deeper compared to

GaAs|AlGaAs heterostructures. Besides, due to the high

optical phonon energy (90meV versus 36meV for GaAs),
the temperature depletion of the upper laser levels in THz

QCLs can be significantly suppressed. The paper [42]
reported the observation of laser THz generation in the

region of 5.4−7 THz in pulsed mode at temperatures

5.2−5.8K in GaN|AlGaN quantum cascade structure grown

on sapphire. However, this paper did not receive further

continuation.

Note the interesting results obtained on InAs|AlSb QCS

grown on n-InAs substrates. In structures of this type laser

generation was obtained in pulsed mode with wavelength

of 25µm (12 THz) at a maximum operating temperature

of 240K [43]. In the paper [44] the same team of

authors demonstrated continuous operation of QCL with

wavelength of 20µm (15 THz) at temperature of 240K

and laser operation in pulsed mode at temperatures up

to 380K. The radiation of lasers demonstrated in [43,44]
can be classified as terahertz, since, as mentioned above

(see Introduction), the boundary between THz and mid-IR

ranges is quite arbitrary.

An alternative approach to the creation of THz QCLs

with operating temperatures up to room temperature was

proposed in the paper [45]. The approach is based on

the difference-frequency generation (DFG) effect in the

structure of mid-IR dual-frequency QCL (THz-DFG-QCL).
The paper [45] demonstrated QCL operating at wavelengths

λ1 = 7.6µm and λ2 = 8.7µm, and simultaneously gener-

ating THz emission with wavelength of 60µm (5THz).
The laser structure based on GaInAs|AlInAs quantum

wells was grown on InP substrate. The structure period

contained two sections responsible for laser generation

with wavelengths λ1 and λ2. Besides, the quantum

design of the active region was organized in such a way

that due to intersubband transitions in the structure, the

frequency of which is close to the difference frequency

of pump waves 1 and 2, the second-order nonlinear

optical susceptibility χ(2), responsible for generating the

difference frequency, increases significantly. As a result,

the value of χ(2) at the THz frequency was increased by

2−3 orders of magnitude compared to the values typical

for bulk nonlinear optical crystals. Generation of THz

emission in the first THz-DFG-QCL [45] was observed

up to temperatures about 150K, and the efficiency of

THz generation (or the efficiency of conversion of mid-

IR radiation to THz) did not exceed 50 nW/W2. Further,

significant progress was made in Thz-DFG-QCL technology

(see, for example, the review [18]). Measures were

taken to ensure phase matching between IR and THz

waves by THz wave output at a Cherenkov angle to

the direction of propagation of IR waves (noncollinear
phase matching). Further improvement of THz-DFG-QCL

technology made it possible to significantly increase the

efficiency of nonlinear conversion of IR radiation to THz (up
to values about 0.3mW/W2 [18]). THz-DFG-QCL operating

at frequency 3.5 THz at 300K wit output power up to 2mW

was demonstrated [46].
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2.2. THz lasers based on impurity intracenter
transitions

It is known that at helium temperatures the capture of

free carriers by ionized shallow impurity centers in semicon-

ductors (this process can also be called the recombination

of free carriers with ionized impurities) is accompanied by

the appearance of THz emission [47]. Radiation occurs

during the energy relaxation of charge carriers, under

optical transitions between impurity levels. Radiative THz

transitions between impurity levels occur in parallel with

nonradiative ones (with the emission of phonons), which,

of course, dominate, but, nevertheless, the fact of the

existence of intracenter THz emission is well established.

Intracenter THz emission was observed and studied in

many studies [48–54], performed on various semiconductor

materials, in which THz emission was excited as a result of

impact ionization of impurity centers in the electric field.

2.2.1. Laser on resonance states

The appearance of stimulated THz emission in uniaxially

deformed germanium of p-type (Ge(Ga)) under the influ-

ence of a strong electric field was discovered. Stimulated

emission was observed at the temperature of liquid helium,

when pressure about 4−9 kbar (in [100] or [111] direction)
and pulsed electric field with strength about 2−4 kV/cm

in geometry E ‖ P were applied. Stimulated emission

was explained by the population inversion of acceptor

impurity levels formed from the acceptor ground state split

by deformation, when one of the levels appears in the

continuous band spectrum, i. e. becomes resonant [57].
In later papers [58,59] the model of THz laser based on

resonant states (RLS) was developed. Figure 4 shows a

diagram of subbands of the valence band and the energy

levels of the acceptor impurity in uniaxially deformed Ge,

which explains the operating principle of the THz-LRS.

Uniaxial deformation removes the degeneracy of the Ge

valence band at k = 0 and splits it into two subbands with

moment projections mz = ±3/2 and mz = ±1/2 onto the

axis Z. The magnitude of such splitting is proportional to

pressure and is about 4meV/kbar for P ‖ [111] [57]. The

degenerate state of the acceptor also splits into two states,

the energy difference of which increases with pressure

increasing. Starting from a certain pressure value, the split-

off state of the acceptor falls into the continuous spectrum

and becomes resonant. In the case of deformation in [111]
direction, the state split off from the ground state of the

acceptor enters the continuous spectrum of the light hole

subband at pressure about 4 kbar [58]. In this case, the

ground state of the acceptor (lowest in energy) remains in

the band gap. As a result, at high pressure in the band gap

and in the continuum two series of impurity states related

to split valence subbands are formed (Figure 4).
The electric field applied to the crystal ionizes impurity

centers and depletes them, resulting in the formation of

an ensemble of non-equilibrium holes in the valence band.

E( )k

m
=

3/2

m
=

 1/2

[1 0]1 [111]

k

2P0r

2P±r

1Sr

2P±

2P0

2S

THz

Figure 4. Scheme of energy levels of shallow acceptor and

subbands of valence band for germanium crystal deformed in [111]
direction at high pressure. The arrows indicate intracenter optical

transitions responsible for laser THz generation [58,59].

Strong resonant scattering on acceptors of non-equilibrium

holes with energy near the energy ε0 corresponding to the

position of the resonance level 1Sr (Figure 4) leads to

the holes capture by this resonant state. At a sufficiently

high electric field strength a sharp maximum appears in the

hole distribution function near the energy ε0. This leads to

the population inversion appearance between the resonant

and local energy levels of the acceptor[58,59]. According

to calculations [58,59] the most probable optical transition

responsible for laser THz generation is the intracenter

transition 1Sr → 2P± (Figure 4). 1Sr → 2P0 and 1Sr → 1S

transitions also ensure contribution, and the latter transition

is not forbidden [58]. On deformed in the [111] direction

p-Ge crystals with optically polished faces, for which

achieved parallelism of the faces was at least 0.5−4 arcmin,

the laser THz -generation in pulsed mode in the region of

5 to 10 THz, tunable by deformation was achieved [60].
Note that papers [61,62] contained data on observations

of laser THz generation according to LRS mechanism

in stressed quantum wells SiGe|Si doped by acceptors. THz

emission was excited by applying pulsed electric bias to the

structures. Moreover, the electric field with a strength of

300 −1500V/cm was directed parallel to the QW plane.

A laser based on resonant states makes it possible to

obtain THz generation in the frequency region [60], that

is inaccessible to THz quantum cascade lasers based on,

for example, GaAs|AlGaAs. However, such laser is fun-

damentally low-temperature device, requiring temperatures

of liquid helium, and therefore its practical applications are

extremely limited.
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Figure 5. Scheme for formation of laser THz generation during

photoionization of shallow donors in Si(P). The solid arrow

corresponds to the transition with the emission of an optical

phonon (OP), the dashed arrows correspond to the transitions with

the emission of acoustic phonons (AP).

2.2.2. Laser with optical pumping of impurity-band
transitions

Intracenter THz emission can also be excited as a result of

the impurities photoionization by IR radiation. A version of

THz laser based on intracenter optical transitions operating

at helium temperatures was demonstrated on silicon crystals

doped with phosphorus donors, during photoionization of

the impurity by pulsed CO2-laser radiation [63]. A Si(P)
laser sample with donor concentration (0.9−3) · 1015 cm−3

was prepared in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped

with dimensions about 7× 7× 5mm3. The opposite faces

7× 5mm2 were optically polished and parallel to each

other with an accuracy of 1 arcmin, thus forming a Fabry-

Perot resonator. CO2-laser pump radiation was incident

normally on the face 7× 7mm2 of the sample. Laser

THz emission with wavelength of 59µm (5.1 THz) was

detected, corresponding to optical transitions 2P0 → 1S(E)
(see Figure 5) in phosphorus donors. The threshold

radiation power of the pump laser was about 10 kW/cm2.

According to the results of the paper [63], the gain in such

an intracenter THz laser on Si(P) is about 1 cm−1.

The mechanism for the appearance of intracenter popula-

tion inversion during photoionization of the donor impurity

in silicon is associated with the accumulation of non-

equilibrium carriers in long-lived excited states of the

impurity center. In the case of Si(P), such long-lived

state turns out to be the state 2P0. Electrons ejected

into the conduction band by CO2-laser radiation relax

downward in energy. Emitting at that optical phonon

and a series of acoustic phonons (Figure 5), they end up

near the bottom of the conduction band. Further, the

relaxation process proceeds along the ladder of impurity

levels with the emission of acoustic phonons only. In

this case, the probability of acoustic phonons emission

decreases with increasing of wave vector of the phonon

(and, accordingly, with energy increasing of the emitted

acoustic phonon). State 2P0, where the electron comes from

higher energy levels, emitting acoustic phonons, is spaced

away from the underlying sublevels of the donor ground

state 1S(E), 1S(T2) and 1S(A) by 21.1, 22.4 and 34.1meV,

respectively [64]. So, further electrons relaxation from the

state 2P0 to sublevels of the ground state of the donor with

the acoustic phonons emission is difficult. Calculations [63]
show that the lifetime of the state 2P0 is about 1.5 · 10−8 s

at 5K. In this case, the lifetime of the state 1S(E) turns

out to be significantly shorter and is about 2 · 10−10 s, due

to the fact that the energy gap between this state and the

sublevels of the ground state of the donor 1S(T2) and 1S(A)
is small and allows transitions between states with the

acoustic phonons emission. As a result, a four-level THz

laser generation scheme is actually implemented. Further,

THz laser generation was obtained by photoionization of

other donors also in silicon (Sb, As, Bi) [65,66]. Laser

THz generation was also demonstrated during resonant

intracenter optical excitation of donors in silicon [67].
THz silicon laser with optical pumping of impurity-band

transitions makes it possible to obtain THz generation

frequencies that are difficult to achieve in THz QCLs. Thus,

in Si(Bi) when pumped by line 9R20 (9.6µm) of CO2-laser

radiation the generation was obtained at THz frequencies

of 5.74 and 6.17 THz, and during pumping by line 10P20

(10.6µm), the generations were also obtained at frequency

of 6.34 THz [65]. At the same time, such THz laser, like

laser based on resonant states, requires helium operating

temperatures. Besides, THz laser installation on silicon

with optical pumping from CO2-laser with a helium optical

cryostat for laser crystal becomes quite large. All this limits

the practical application of such THz laser.

2.3. THz lasers based on interband transitions
in narrow-gap semiconductors

2.3.1. Lasers based on PbSnSe(Te)

In direct-gap solid solutions of PbSnSe(Te) (lead-tin
chalcogenides) the band gap can vary over a wide range

depending on the composition and temperature, and can

correspond to THz region of the spectrum [68]. Besides,

such materials can be both n- and p-type of conductivity,

and p−n-junctions can be created on their basis. Thus,

these materials are, in principle, suitable for creating THz
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lasers of the traditional type, the radiation in which is caused

by the injection and interband radiative recombination of

non-equilibrium electrons and holes. Based on the solid

solution PbxSn1−xSe the injection THz lasers emitting at

wavelengths 40µm (7.5 THz) [69], 46µm (6.52 THz) [70],
and also 50.4µm (5.96 THz) [71], and operating in the

temperature range 4.2−80K were demonstrated. However,

the technology of PbSnSe(Te) materials is complex and

underdeveloped. The residual concentration of free carriers

in such materials remains very high (about 1017 cm−3 and

higher). Using this system of materials, it is not yet possible

to obtain high-quality structures with quantum wells, which

are necessary to create the injection lasers with low

threshold currents and high output power [72]. At the same

time, at first glance, it seems surprising that in such narrow-

gap materials with high residual concentration of free

carriers it is possible to obtain laser THz generation, since in

such situation one would expect efficient nonradiative Auger

recombination of non-equilibrium carriers. In the paper [73]
attention was drawn to the fact that Auger recombination in

PbSnSe(Te) turns out to be suppressed due to the symmetry

between the laws of dispersion of charge carriers in the C-

and V-bands.

2.3.2. HgCdTe-based lasers

In direct-gap HgCdTe materials it is also possible to

change the band gap, Eg , within wide limits. Eg in

such system can vary depending on the composition from

practically 0 in HgTe (gapless semiconductor) to a value

about 1.6 eV in CdTe. Therefore, this system of materials is

of interest both for IR optoelectronics both in general and,

and in particular, for creating radiation sources operating

in the THz region of the spectrum. The complexities of

the technology of these materials and, in particular, the

problems in obtaining p-type of conductivity, coupled with

the need for post-growth processing of materials [74], for a
long time did not allow the creation of radiation sources

based on them with acceptable characteristics. HgCdTe

solid solutions were used mainly to create photodetectors in

the mid-IR range in the region 8−14µm. The use of MBE

methods made it possible in the early 1990s to create the

first injection IR lasers on double HgCdTe heterostructures

with generation wavelengths up to 5.3µm [75,76], operating
at temperatures up to about 60K.

In the last decade, MBE technology for the growth

of structures with HgTe|HgCdTe quantum wells received

significant development due to the rapid growth of interest

in topological 2D insulators (or the quantum spin Hall

effect) [77,78]. By changing the temperature, width and

composition of quantum wells Hg1−xCdxTe|Hg1−yCdyTe it

became possible to control in wide range the energy of

interband transitions, shift it to the region corresponding to

quanta of the mid-IR and THz ranges (see [79] and other

references there).
Studies of radiative recombination of nonequilibrium

carriers in structures with HgCdTe quantum wells under

intense interband photoexcitation were carried out in pa-

pers [80–82]. In paper [80] structures with HgTe|HgCdTe
quantum wells grown by MBE method on (013) GaAs

substrate were studied. Five QWs were enclosed in a

wide-gap HgCdTe waveguide. During optical interband

pumping of structures with radiation with wavelength about

2−2.3µm (an optical parametric oscillator was used), the
stimulated emission (SE) was obtained with wavelength of

19.5µm (15.4 THz) at 20K and threshold photoexcitation

intensity about 5 kW/cm2. The studied samples did not

have laser resonator, since the cleaving of the grown

structure did not produce parallel opposite faces. Therefore,

the observed SE was formed due to optical amplification

in one pass. In the papers [81,82] in structures with

quantum wells Hg1−xCdxTe|Hg1−yCdyTe, also enclosed in

the wide-gap HgCdTe waveguide, the stimulated emission

with wavelength of 31µm (9.7 THz) was obtained at 8K

and excitation by radiation of pulsed CO2-laser (threshold
photoexcitation intensity was about 45 kW/cm2). As a result
of comparing experimental data and theoretical calculations,

the authors of the papers [79–82] concluded that in quan-

tum wells Hg1−xCdxTe|Hg1−yCdyTe with a low cadmium

content (x < 0.1) and small band gap (Eg < 140meV)
the Auger-recombination of non-equilibrium electrons and

holes is suppressed, which makes it possible to obtain

SE on interband transitions. The suppression of the

Auger-recombination is due to the manifestation of the

quasi-relativistic dispersion law of electrons and holes,

implemented in this type of quantum wells [79–82]. Further
development of the technology of HgCdTe materials and

device structures based on them will possibly allow to

create based on QW Hg1−xCdxTe|Hg1−yCdyTe lasers in

THz range and with electrical excitation (injection lasers).
Note that in the paper [83] a theoretical model was

constructed that allows one to calculate the characteristics of

lasers based on QW Hg1−xCdxTe with optical or electrical

excitation, which can probably be created in the future. It

was shown that for such THz lasers it is preferable to use a

narrow QW with a composition corresponding to the binary

compound HgTe and width less than the critical value, dcr

equal to 6.3 nm (0K) and 7.4 nm (77K), at which there

is a transition from the inverted structure to the normal

structure of the zones [83]. It was also shown that the

longest wavelength of laser THz generation in such a laser

can be 50µ m (∼ 6THz) at 77K, and the threshold current

density in this case can be by two orders of magnitude lower

than in existing QCLs.

2.4. THz laser on p-Ge in crossed strong electric
and magnetic fields

In the early 1980s a number of papers reported the detec-

tion of stimulated THz emission and THz laser generation in

p-Ge crystals in strong crossed electric and magnetic fields

at helium temperatures[84–89]. Numerous experimental and

theoretical studies made it possible to establish that laser

generation in the region of 1 to 4.5 THz in p-Ge is caused
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Figure 6. Diagram of optical transitions between states of holes

with inverted population in the valence band p-Ge in crossed
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by population inversion between the subbands of light and

heavy holes (lh and hh, respectively) of the valence band

that occurs when hot carriers move in the streaming mode

in crossed electric field with a intensity E of 0.5 to 3 kV/cm

and magnetic field with induction B of 0.5 to 2.5 T [90,91].
In this case, optical transitions between Landau levels within

the lh subband, as well as transitions between Landau levels

in the lh and hh subbands form the spectrum of THz

emission (Figure 6).

The strong electric field applied to p-Ge sample ionizes

acceptors and populates the valence band with free holes.

At a certain ratio of the electric and magnetic fields

(E/B ≈ 1−1.5 kV/cmT), heavy holes accelerate during

their drift and gain energy higher than the energy of

the optical phonon (~ωOP ≈ 37meV), after which their

intensive scattering by optical phonons starts. Some of

the heavy holes, emitting optical phonons, move into the

subband of light holes. It is important to add that under

these conditions, holes in the lh subband during their drift

at the chosen ratio of the electric and magnetic fields do

not reach the energy of the optical phonon, and therefore

are scattered much weaker. Light holes are accumulated

on closed (in momentum space) trajectories of motion

with energy below the energy ~ωOP. As a result, the

population inversion occurs between the subbands lh and hh
(Figure 6). In magnetic field both hole subbands are split

into discrete Landau levels. Due to the large effective mass

of heavy holes and the short lifetime the Landau levels

in the hh subband actually merge into one wide band.

Holes in lh subband have a significantly longer lifetime and

a significantly larger splitting between individual Landau

levels. Therefore, THz laser generation occurs both on

optical transitions between individual Landau levels in the lh
subband, and on transitions between Landau levels in the lh
subband and hh subband [92]. With amplitudes increasing

of both electric and magnetic fields, the frequency of laser

THz generation tends to increase.

Output pulse power of p-Ge-based THz laser can reach

5W [93]. p-Ge-based laser with single-frequency generation

and laser linewidth about 1MHz [94] was demonstrated.

The paper [92] reported on the achievement of modes self-

synchronization in p-Ge-based THz laser with an external

resonant cavity, in this regime the laser generated a series

of pulses with individual pulses width about 100 ps.

At the same time, p-Ge-based THz lasers have a number

of significant disadvantages that limit their use. Due to the

features of the population inversion formation mechanism,

such lasers operate at helium temperatures, require strong

magnetic fields (usually magnetic field is created in a

superconducting solenoid) and high voltages for electrical

bias, and therefore require very good heat removal. In this

case, pulsed power supply has a low repetition frequency

and a low duty cycle (in the best case, the repetition rate is

about 1 kHz, and the duty cycle is maximum 10−3 [95]).

2.5. THz emission during interband optical
photoexcitation of semiconductors

2.5.1. Impurity THz photoluminescence

In terahertz technologies, in addition to THz lasers,

the creation and operation of which is associated with

certain difficulties, partially noted above, various sources

of THz emission are required, including simpler ones,

for example, emitters such as THz light-emitting diodes

(LEDs). Relatively simple, high-speed electronic emitters

of THz emission can be created using intracenter optical

transitions in shallow impurities. As it was discussed above

in Section 2.2, the intracenter THz emission was observed

and studied in many papers under conditions of impact

ionization or IR photoionization of impurity centers in

semiconductors at low temperatures.

It was first shown in papers [96,97] that intracenter THz
emission is also generated under conditions of interband

photoexcitation of semiconductors doped with shallow

impurities. Therefore, we can speak about impurity THz

photoluminescence (THz PL). By now the impurity THz PL

was observed in a number of bulk semiconductors [96–101],
as well as in structures with QWs doped with shallow

impurity centers [102–104]. THz photoluminescence can

be quite intense. For example, in n-GaAs crystals at helium
temperatures, the external quantum yield of impurity THz

PL can reach 0.3% [97]. Therefore, this phenomenon can

be applied in THz technologies.

The mechanisms of impurity THz photoluminescence are

closely related to the processes of recombination of non-

equilibrium carriers with the participation of impurity cen-

ters. Several specific microscopic mechanisms of impurity

THz-PL can be indicated. For example, impurity Auger

recombination of electrons and holes or bound excitons

may be responsible for impurity THz PL (see Figure 7).
In this case, the electron-hole pair or exciton recombines

nonradiatively with excitation of bound carrier, for example,

electron, into the conduction band. The subsequent capture
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Figure 7. Formation of THz-PL during impurity Auger recom-

bination. a — nonradiative recombination of electron with hole

in doped semiconductor with the transfer of energy equal to

about band gap to carrier bound to impurity (the bound carrier

is depicted as a solid circle); b — nonradiative recombination of

exciton bound on neutral donor, accompanied by the generation

of free electron in the conduction band and ionized donor in the

band gap.

of the free electron by an ionized impurity center is

accompanied by THz emission. Another mechanism is

closely related to the recombination of free holes with

electrons on neutral donors — this is the so-called D0h

recombination (Figure 8). It can be radiative, and this type

of recombination is well known for semiconductors such as

GaAs (see, for example, [105,106]). Such recombination

leads to the formation of charged donors and free electrons

in the conduction band. Further, everything is very similar

to the situation that occurs during the electrical breakdown

of impurities: the capture of free electrons by ionized donors

leads to THz emission. The latter mechanism causes THz

photoluminescence in n-GaAs [97] and n-GaN [98] at low
temperatures. As for the mechanisms corresponding to

Figure 7, today there are no experimental data indicating

the occurrence of such THz-PL mechanisms.

In recent paper [107] it was shown that in Si crystals

doped with Li (a shallow donor in silicon with ionization

energy about 33meV [64]), at low temperatures the

intracenter THz PL is excited as a result of the interaction

of neutral donors with surface plasmons on droplets of

electron-hole liquid (EHL). As a result of such dipole-dipole

interaction, impurity centers are ionized, and the subsequent

capture of free electrons by them produces intracenter THz

emission (see Figure 9).

Such a
”
plasmon-impurity“ mechanism for excitation of

intracenter THz emission is efficient in situation where the

energy of plasma oscillations in EHL droplets is close to

or exceeds the ionization energy of the impurity center,

which occurs in the case of EHL formation in silicon

with lithium. It should be added that surface plasmons

themselves on EHL droplets in silicon with an energy of

about 34meV (8.23 THz) do not emit [107–109], but as

a result of their interaction with donors of lithium THz

emission is generated. In these processes the impurity

centers play the role of peculiar antennas that convert the

near electromagnetic field of plasmons on EHL droplets into

observable THz emission. In this case, a clear correlation

is observed between the presence of lines of intracenter

optical transitions in THz-PL spectra and the presence of

EHL emission line in the spectra of interband recombination

a

Eg

0D +D
+THz = e →D

b c

0PL = h →D

k TB e

Figure 8. Scheme of generation of intracenter THz generationas

as a result of D0h-recombination. a — optical excitation of

electron-hole pairs; b — relaxation of non-equilibrium carriers

and recombination of free holes with electrons on neutral donors;

c — THz emission transitions of electrons upon capture on ionized

donors.
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radiation in Si (Li) (see Figure 10). Such correlation

is observed in a wide range of photoexcitation densities:

from a few to about a hundred W/cm2 [107]. Thus,

intracenter THz emission in lithium donors is inseparably

associated with the existence of EHL droplets in the crystal,

and intracenter THz emission, in turn, can serve as a

probe (detector) for the excitons condensation into EHL

droplets [107].

In the THz-PL spectra in Figure 10, a, along with the lines

of intracenter THz emission concentrated in the region of

energies from 17 to 31meV (from 4.1 to 7.5 THz), one can

also see emission band with a maximum at energy about

11.6meV (2.8 THz), caused by radiative THz transitions

between the energy levels of free excitons [110], which will

be discussed below.

2.5.2. Impurity THz emission caused by injection

of non-equilibrium carriers in structures with
p−n-junction (THz-LED)

In Section 2.5.1 the processes responsible for the gen-

eration of impurity THz emission during interband optical

excitation of semiconductors doped with shallow impurities

(THz-PL) were considered. Similar processes can lead

to impurity THz emission under conditions of electrical

injection of non-equilibrium charge carriers into doped

material, for example, in structures with p−n-junction.
Impurity THz electroluminescence (EL) induced by elec-

trical injection of non-equilibrium carriers was first obtained

in the paper [111]. In fact, in this paper the THz LED was

demonstrated for the first time. The experiments [111] were
performed on planar 4H-SiC p+−n−−n+-structures ob-

tained by method of chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
on 4H-SiC (0001) n+ substrates (Nd − Na ≈ 2 · 1018 cm−3)
(main impurity — nitrogen) 400µm thick. The layer

n− had a thickness about 7µm and was doped with

nitrogen to the level Nd − Na ≈ 5 · 1015 cm−3. The layer

p+ was created by aluminum diffusion into the epitaxial

layer n−, its thickness was about 100 nm, and the doping

level Na − Nd ≈ 5 · 1019 cm−3. Contact to p+-layer was

continuous. The contact to the substrate was circular

and was applied at the periphery of the structure, leaving

an uncovered area of size 1.5× 2mm2 for THz emission

output. The structure was mounted on the cold finger
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150mA. The electrical bias was supplied in the form of rectangular pulse bursts, which followed with a frequency of 80Hz. Each burst

contained 10 pulses, and the pulse width and pause were 125 µs. This bias was chosen to minimize the influence of structure Joule heating

on the measurement results. The insert shows the current-voltage curves of the structure at 50K. b — scheme of intracenter optical

transitions in nitrogen donors in hexagonal environment in 4H-SiC, forming THz-EL. The energies of transitions between states of the

nitrogen donor, obtained from IR spectroscopy data of 4H-SiC [113-116], are also indicated here. The designations of impurity states are

given in accordance with the classification of their symmetry [113].

of an optical cryostat with
”
p+-layer down“ to improve

heat removal. THz emission output was ensured through

the substrate. The structures had acceptable current-

voltage curves of the diode type over the entire range

of temperatures studied (20 to 300K) [111]. Since in

the studied structures p+ ≫ n−, then with forward bias

there was almost one-sided injection — injection of holes

into the n-region of the structure. It is important to add

that the 4H-SiC material was chosen for the THz LED

intentionally. The material is interesting in that the diffusion

length of non-equilibrium holes in n-region is quite large

and reaches tens µm [112], which is important for the

THz-EL induced by injection. Besides, the high binding

energy of impurities in 4H-SiC crystals makes it possible to

observe impurity THz emission up to significantly higher

temperatures compared to other materials, for example,

GaAs, Ge or Si.

Figure 11 shows the characteristic spectrum of injection

THz EL in the studied 4H-SiC p+−n−−n+-structures at

temperature of 50K and injection current of 150mA.

Figure 11, b shows a diagram of intracenter transitions re-

sponsible for lines A, B, C and D in THz-EL spectrum [111].
The spectral position of A-, B- and C-lines of THz emission

is in good agreement with the energies of optical transitions

from the excited states 3P and 2P to the sublevels of the

ground state 1S of nitrogen donor in hexagonal environment,

which were previously established on the basis of studies

of absorption spectra and photoconductivity in 4H-SiC

crystals[113–116]. The D-line can be attributed to optical

transitions from the conduction band to the 1S(Ŵ2) sublevel

of the ground state of the donor, taking into account the

known value of the bond energy of the nitrogen donor in

4H-SiC [113]. E and F lines in the THz emission spectrum

at energies of 22.9 and 32.3meV, respectively, were not

accurately identified in [111], but very likely they are due

to impurity optical transitions. In the emission spectrum

in Figure 11, a a wide structureless background is also

visible, which may be associated with the contribution of

the hot carriers radiation (black body-like emission of hot

carriers [111]). Hot carriers with an effective temperature

Teff exceeding the lattice temperature may well appear in the

structure during injection. Mathematical modeling of the

background and its subtraction from the observed THz-EL

spectrum showed that the spectral position of THz emission

lines A, B, C, D, E and F remains unchanged, and the

integral intensity of lines of impurity THz emission exceeds

the integral intensity of the background [111]. The binding

energy of acceptor impurities in 4H-SiC ranges from 216 to

266meV [117], and therefore intracenter optical transitions

in acceptors should not contribute to THz-EL in the studied

spectral range (Figure 11, a).

Intracenter optical transitions in nitrogen donors arise as a

result of the free electrons capture by ionized donors. Such

ionized donors, in turn, are generated in n-region of the

structure as a result of the recombination of injected non-

equilibrium holes with neutral donors, which are present

in the quasi-neutral part of n-region at low temperatures.

Free electrons enter the n-region of the structure from the

electrical contact. This is required by the condition of

electrical neutrality of n-region of structure. In fact, this
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Figure 12. a — THz-PL spectrum in Si crystal with resistivity of 12 k� · cm at T = 5K in conditions of stationary interband

photoexcitation of the crystal with line 660 nm of semiconductor laser. Photoexcitation density 0.1W/cm2. Spectral resolution 0.5meV.

b — diagram of the energy levels of free exciton in silicon. The arrows indicate three groups of optical transitions responsible for the lines

with maxima at 10.2, 11.4 and 12.1meV in THz-PL spectrum. The classification of exciton states is given in accordance with that used in

the papers [120,121].

mechanism of THz-EL generation is similar to the mech-

anism of THz emission excitation, schematically shown

in Figure 8 (conditionally, D0h-mechanism). The only

difference is in the method of generating non-equilibrium

electrons and holes in material doped with shallow cen-

ters. In the paper [111] the mechanism of excitation

of impurity THz-EL, caused by intracenter transitions in

donor impurities, was also considered in the case of

non-equilibrium holes injection into compensated mate-

rial containing donor-acceptor pairs (conventionally, D−A-

mechanism). Experimental data [111] do not allow authors

to conclude which of the mechanisms (D0h or D−A)
of excitation of intracenter THz emission in p+−n−−n+-

structures 4H-SiC predominates. Apparently, both one and

the other mechanism take place.

In p+−n−−n+-structures 4H-SiC studied in the pa-

per [111] THz EL was observed up to room temperatures.

In this case, all the above-mentioned THz emission lines

were preserved in the emission spectra. At 100K the

power efficiency for THz LEDs based on p+−n−−n+-

structures 4H-SiC is about 5.4 · 10−5, and the external

quantum yield of THz emission reaches 0.7%. At injection

current of 300mA the THz emission power reached 58µW

(100K) [111]. These results show that THz LEDs based

on p−n-structures SiC can serve as rather simple, compact

THz emission sources with acceptable output power and

operating up to room temperatures. An optimization of the

THz emission output from p+−n−−n+-structure 4H-SiC

can significantly increase the output power of THz LEDs.

Such sources may prove to be useful for applications

in THz technologies. Note that observation of injection THz

electroluminescence in p−n-structures based on silicon was

reported in the paper [118].

2.5.3. Exciton THz photoluminescence

The processes of energy relaxation during binding of

electrons and holes into free excitons and during the

carriers capture by attractive impurity centers have much

in common [119]. Therefore, one can expect that when

non-equilibrium carriers are captured by excitons, optical

THz transitions also take place between the levels of free

exciton states, similar to intracenter optical transitions in

shallow impurity centers. The paper [110] reported the

discovery and study of exciton THz photoluminescence

(PL) in Si crystals. Such THz-PL can also be attributed

to the intrinsic THz-PL of the crystal, and impurity THz-PL

can be attributed, accordingly, to the exctrinsic THz-PL. The

experiments [110] were carried out on high-purity silicon

crystals with resistivity about 12 k� · cm and residual impu-

rity concentration not higher than 1012 cm−3. Figure 12, a

shows the characteristic exciton THz-PL spectrum at 5K

and interband photoexcitation density 0.1W/cm2.

The THz emission spectrum shows narrow emission lines

with maxima at energies of 10.2, 11.4 and 12.1meV. The

spectral position and shape of these lines allows us to

attribute them to optical transitions between the sublevels

of 2P and 1S states of the free exciton. Similar lines were

also observed in the absorption spectra of free excitons in

Si [120,121]and were assigned to three groups of optical

transitions between the sublevels 1S
3/2
±3/2 and 1S

3/2
±1/2 of

the ground state of exciton and sublevels 2P
1/2
±1/2, 2P

3/2
±1/2,
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2P
5/2
±1/2 and 2P

3/2
±3/2, 2P

5/2
±3/2, 2P

5/2
±5/2 of excited state (see

Figure 12, b). The broader line in the THz-PL spectrum

at energy about 13.6 meV can be attributed to optical

transitions from a highly excited state to the ground state

of free exciton. Structureless THz PL at energies above

15meV (Figure 12, a) is most likely due to emission

transitions from continuum states to the ground exciton

state. With temperature increasing, the lines of intraexciton

emission transitions broaden and decrease in amplitude. At

temperatures above 20K intraexciton THz PL transforms

into an asymmetric line with a maximum at an energy

about 11.6meV. Exciton THz emission becomes weak at

temperatures above 50K, which is associated with the

excitons dissociation at high temperatures [110]. In the

range of photoexcitation densities of 0.1 to 1W/cm2 used

in the paper [110], exciton THz PL depends linearly

on the photoexcitation intensity. This fact indicates that

exciton THz emission can reach high intensity under intense

interband photoexcitation. This significantly distinguishes

exciton emission from impurity THz PL caused, for

example, by D0h-recombination [96–98], which tends to

saturation with pump intensity increasing.

In high-purity silicon crystals the intraexciton emission

determines the THz-PL spectrum both at low photoexcita-

tion levels (about fractions of W/cm2) and at high levels

(THz-PL was studied at photoexcitation densities up to

140W/cm2 [108,109]). The condensation of excitons into

EHL droplets, which occurs in silicon at high levels of

interband photoexcitation [122], does not occurs in any way

in the exciton THz-PL spectrum [108,109], except for the

fact that under condensation conditions the temperature de-

pendence of the THz-PL intensity becomes non-monotonic

with maximum at temperatures about 10−17K, depending

on the level of photoexcitation.

It was found in papers [108,109,123] that at temper-

atures above 20K exciton THz-PL becomes superlinear

in pump intensity at interband photoexcitation densities

above 10W/cm2 (see Figure 13). The threshold for

the transition from linear to superlinear dependence of

the exciton THz-PL intensity on the pump intensity is

about 7W/cm2. The observed patterns (Figure 13) in the

papers [108,109,123] were explained by the appearance

of stimulated exciton THz emission, and, accordingly,

the appearance of population inversion in the excitons

system at high level of interband photoexcitation. The

population inversion occurrence in excitons system appears

at temperatures above 20K is explained by the fact that

at temperatures above the value critical for the EHL (about
23K for Si [122]) the excitons condensation into EHL is ab-

sent, and, accordingly, a high concentration of free excitons

is achieved under intense photoexcitation [108,109,123].
Note that the possibility of achieving population inversion

between the levels of free excitons and, accordingly, laser

THz generation on intraexciton optical transitions under in-

tense interband photoexcitation of the crystal was previously

theoretically predicted (see, for example, [124,125]). In the

paper [126] using the method of coherent spectroscopy in
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Figure 13. Spectrally integrated THz-PL intensity in high-

purity silicon vs. interband photoexcitation density. Dots —
experimental data, dotted lines — the result of data approximation

by linear function, solid lines — results of experimental data

approximation by power functions: 1 — IPL = const1(Iexc)1.25,
2 — IPL = const2(Iexc)1.5, 3 — IPL = const3(Iexc)1.4 .

the variant
”
optical pump — THz probe“ the appearance of

intraexciton population inversion was recorded in crystals

Cu2O under intense interband photoexcitation. In these

experiments, only negative absorption was directly observed

at transitions between levels of free excitons, which allowed

the authors of the paper [126] to conclude that population

inversion between exciton levels was achieved. Stimulated

THz emission caused by optical transitions between levels

of free excitons with inverted population was not directly

observed in the paper [126].

In papers [109,123] experiments were carried out that

made it possible to confirm the appearance of stimulated

intraexciton THz emission in silicon crystals at a high

level of interband photoexcitation. In these experiments

the pump laser radiation was focused using a cylindrical

lens into a line of size 2.5× 0.15mm2 onto the surface

(111) of Si wafer having transverse dimensions 7× 7mm2

and thickness 0.5mm. THz emission was recorded from

the side face of the sample in the direction perpendicular

to the normal to the surface of the silicon wafer. A slot

diaphragm with a hole length of 4mm and a width of

0.5mm, made from copper foil 0.1mm thick was placed

on the silicon wafer side face that is the output for THz

emission. Terahertz emission was measured in the direction

both along the excitation line (configuration A in Figure 14)
and across (configuration B in Figure 14). Figure 14 shows

the results of THz-PL measurements at photoexcitation

density of 35W/cm2 and temperature of 25K, that is, under

conditions when the exciton THz emission is superlinear

in pump intensity (see Figure 13). To analyze the results,

the emission spectra were normalized to the maximum

to compensate for the difference in the conditions for
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Figure 14. THz-PL spectra of high-purity silicon at interband

photoexcitation density of 35W/cm2 and T = 25K. Pump laser

radiation with wavelength of 530 nm was focused into line of size

2.5× 0.15mm2 onto the sample surface. Spectra are normalized

to maximum. The insert below shows the geometry of the

experiments in configurations A and B. The insert at the top shows

THz spectrum of the gain obtained as a result of processing the

THz-PL spectra.

collecting THz emission and delivering it to the detector

in configurations A and B.

It is clear from Figure 14 that THz emission contribution

on the lines at 13.7 and 15.5meV increases noticeably in

the case of recording emission along the photoexcitation

line (configuration A in Figure 14). This indicates that

there is THz emission amplification on these lines (amplified

spontaneous emission), which, in turn, is due to the popu-

lation inversion in the excitons system under experimental

conditions. Data processing from such experiments made

it possible to obtain THz amplification spectrum [109,123],
and such a spectrum is shown in the insert of Figure 14.

The spectrum shows two lines with positive THz am-

plification at 13.7 and 15.5meV. Negative values of the

coefficient g correspond to absorption. The gain on the 13.7

and 15.5meV lines is about 0.5 and 1.0 cm−1, respectively.

The line at 13.7meV in the THz amplification spectrum is

due to the population inversion between the highly excited

states of free excitons and the ground exciton state. In

the paper [109] the processes of energy relaxation of free

excitons with the emission of acoustic phonons in silicon

crystals were considered. The results of this consideration

showed the fundamental possibility of the appearance of

population inversion between exciton states during the

energy relaxation of excitons. The line at 15.5meV in

the THz amplification spectrum (i. e. at energy above

the binding energy of free exciton in Si) is, may be, due

to the population inversion between the two-exciton and

biexciton states [109,123]. The possibility of the population

inversion occurrence between the two-exciton and biexciton

states under conditions of intense single-photon excitation of

excitons from the ground state of the crystal was predicted

theoretically in paper [127].

The values of the THz gain on exciton optical transitions

obtained for high-purity Si crystals (Figure 14) are compara-

ble with the gain values typical for THz laser on intracenter

transitions in donor-doped Si when pumped by CO2-laser

radiation (see Section 2.2 above). Therefore, the data

obtained in the papers [109,123] indicate that it is possible

to create the exciton THz laser on silicon. To implement

such exciton laser it is necessary to provide volumetric

pump of the silicon crystal and create THz resonant cavity

with low losses.

3. Classical methods for generating
THz emission

Advancement into the THz region of the spectrum occurs

both from the side of the light waves region and from

the side of microwave radiation. In Part 2 of this review

the attention was paid to the generation of THz emission

caused by optical transitions between electronic energy

levels in semiconductors (THz emission during quantum

transitions). Methods for generating THz emission using

semiconductor microwave electronic devices are also being

developed. Although the operation of semiconductor

devices such as a resonant tunnel diode or SL is based

on quantum phenomena in solids, methods for generating

THz emission using microwave technologies are not directly

related to quantum transitions between electronic energy

levels. Thus, these methods can be conditionally classified

as classical methods for generating THz emission. For the

same reason, classical methods for generating THz emission

include THz generation when exciting semiconductors and

semiconductor structures with ultrashort laser pulses in the

visible or near-IR ranges. This part of the review relates to

classical methods of generating THz emission.

3.1. Generation of THz emission using microwave

technologies

3.1.1. Frequency multiplication of microwave

emission

The generation of THz emission under this method is

based on the use of a microwave synthesizer as a source of

initial (reference) emission and a semiconductor nonlinear

element, with the help of which harmonics of the frequency

reference signal are generated (semiconductor frequency

multiplier). In principle, this method of generating THz

emission is similar to the method of generating harmonics

of light waves in nonlinear optics. Microwave synthesizers

based on Gunn oscillators or generators based on avalanche

transit diodes can produce emission with frequencies up

to the frequency about 100GHz [4,5,128,129]. Schottky

barrier diodes are traditionally used as frequency multipliers,
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Figure 15. a — schematic energy band diagram of resonant double-barrier heterostructure (RTD) at bias voltage corresponding to the

resonant tunneling passage of electrons from the emitter to the collector. b — schematic IVC of RTD structure. The maximum on IVC

corresponds to the resonant tunneling of electrons from the emitter to the collector.

placed in a corresponding waveguide to output the gener-

ated emission of high-frequency harmonics [129]. The fre-

quency of the reference signal can be multiplied sequentially

in several sections to achieve higher frequencies. The main

disadvantage of Schottky barrier diode based multipliers

is the relatively high parasitic capacitance, which limits

their use for generating harmonics at frequencies above

1 THz [130]. More promising is frequency multiplication

using semiconductor SLs [130–132], which makes it possi-

ble to generate THz emission at high harmonic numbers of

the reference microwave emission. The strong nonlinearity

of I−V -charcteristic (IVC) of semiconductor SL at a certain

bias voltage is due to Bragg reflections of electrons at

the boundaries of SL Brillouin mini-band and momentum

relaxation processes in the mini-band [11,72], and such

nonlinearity persists up to frequencies about several THz.

Using frequency multiplier based on GaAs|AlGaAs SL the

THz spectrometer was demonstrated for the spectral region

1−2THz for gas spectroscopy with a spectral resolution

about 1MHz [130].
THz emission sources based on microwave emission

frequency multiplication operate at room temperature, but

the power of the generated THz emission is quite low and

decreases significantly with frequency increasing. At the

output emission frequency ∼ 1.7THz, the output power of

the THz emission source based on frequency multiplication

in the best case is about units of µW [4], and at frequency

of 5 THz the emission power does not exceed fractions

of nW [132].

3.1.2. THz generation using resonant tunnel
diodes

Compact THz emitters with electrical excitation operating

at room temperature are also created on the basis of

resonant tunnel diodes (RTDs). RTD is a two-terminal

semiconductor device with a section of negative differential

conductivity (NDC) in IVC [72]. The simplest version

of RTD is a heterostructure with a single deep QW

based on a narrow-gap material, placed between two wide-

gap barriers (Figure 15, a). The structure also contains

emitter and collector regions made of material similar to

the QW material. The emitter and collector regions can

be heavily doped up to degeneracy level. With bias

voltage increasing the current through such heterostructure

increases and reaches maximum when the position of

the Fermi quasi-level in the emitter is aligned with the

position of the first level of size quantization of electrons

in QW (Figure 15, a). With a further increase in the

bias voltage, the probability of electron tunneling through

QW drops, and the current begins to decrease, which

leads to the appearance of NDC section in the IVC of

the structure (Figure 15, b), which is used for generation

THz oscillations [133–137]. In THz emitters based on

RTD, the structure of the resonant tunnel diode, together

with lines for supplying bias voltage, is integrated with

the antenna, which serves as a resonant cavity, and also

emits electromagnetic THz wave into the ambinient space.

Both patch antennas [133] and slot antennas [134], designed
for the THz frequency range, are used. Figure 16 shows

the equivalent circuit of THz emitter based on RTD. THz

oscillations in such circuit and, accordingly, emission of

electromagnetic THz waves arise in the case if the value

of the NDC of RTD structure exceeds the total conductivity

of the antenna, i. e. subject to condition |GRTD| > GAnt.

Typically, the capacitance of the RTD structure is signi-

ficantly greater than the capacitance of the antenna, and

the inductance of the antenna exceeds the inductance of

the RTD [134]. Therefore, the frequency of the resulting

electromagnetic oscillations is actually determined by the

capacitance of the RTD structure and the inductance of the

antenna, i. e.

f osc ≈
1

2π
√

LAntCRTD

. (1)

The best results to date in generating THz emission

(in terms of generated frequencies and output power)
using RTDs were achieved for heterostructures containing
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Figure 16. Simplified equivalent circuit of THz emitter based

on RTD structure integrated with antenna. GRTD — the value

of the negative differential conductivity of the structure. GAnt —
equivalent conductivity of the antenna, which is the sum of

conductivity of losses in the antenna GLoss (ohmic losses) and

conductivity GRad associated with electromagnetic waves emission.

CAnt — antenna capacitance, CRTD — RTD structure capacitance,

LAnt — antenna inductance.

InGaAs quantum well between AlAs barriers grown on InP

substrates. Based on heterostructures of this type, RTD

THz emitters with emission frequencies of 1.92 THz [135]
and 1.98 THz [136] were demonstrated.

To achieve the maximum power of THz emission, it is

important to obtain the maximum possible extent of the

bias voltage in the region of NDC, 1V , as well as the

maximum current peak-to-peak amplitude, 1I , in NDC

region (Figure 15, b), since the emission power of RTD

oscillator is proportional to the product 1V · 1I [134]. The
characteristic values of 1V are about 0.3V, and for 1I
about 10mA for an RTD with an area of 0.85µm2 [134].
The power of THz emitter based on RTD turns out

to be related to the generation frequency, since the

frequency depends on the RTD structure capacitance

(expression (1)), i. e. on RTD area, and the THz

emission power also depends on the area (through the

variable 1I). In the general case, THz emission power for

a single RTD oscillator decreases with emission frequency

increasing [134,137]. For THz emitter based on RTD

with THz generation frequency 0.517 THz the emission

power about 10µW was obtained [133]. Optimization of

RTD structures and antenna parameters made it possible

to obtain the first RTD oscillators generating emission at

frequencies about 1 THz and higher with emission power

of 20µW at 1 THz and 1µW at 1.4 THz (see [134]).
The paper [137] presents the study results of a number

of RTD oscillators with different frequencies of 1.06

to 1.75 THz, THz emission power at 300K for which

ranged from 0.97µW at frequency 1.06 THz to 0.1µW

at 1.75 THz. In the same paper the properties of THz

emitters based on RTDs were studied in the temperature

range 4.2−300K. It was shown that the frequency of

THz generation in RTD oscillator is practically independent

of temperature. However, the power of THz emission

decreases significantly with temperature increasing, which

is explained by increase in ohmic losses in the antenna

electrodes [137].

The emission spectrum of THz emitter based on separate

RTD oscillator contains a single narrow line, the spectral

width of which, unless special measures are taken to achieve

ultra-narrow emission line, can be about 10MHz [138].
To narrow the spectral width of the emission line, more

complex designs of THz emitters based on RTDs are

used, in which the RTD oscillator is integrated with a

varactor diode (a diode used as variable capacitance) and

is connected in the loop with negative feedback, providing

phase-lock [134]. For such THz emitters the emission

linewidth about 1Hz [139] was demonstrated. For single

RTD THz emitters integrated with varactor diodes, the

possibility of tuning the generation frequency by about

100GHz [140] was demonstrated.

It was theoretically shown that by optimizing the structure

of the resonant tunnel diode, its interfacing with resonator

cavity in the form of a cylindrical cell and antenna of
”
bow

tie“ type for single RTD in form of RTD oscillator, THz

generation with frequency of up to 2.8 THz and emission

power about 1µW can be achieved [141].

An interesting result was obtained for an array of

frequency-tunable RTD emitters, also integrated with

varactor diodes and having different frequency tuning

ranges[142,143]. For such array of THz emitters, tun-

ing of the frequency of THz emission in the region

of 410−970GHz was achieved, which makes it possi-

ble to use such combined semiconductor THz source,

for example, for absorption spectroscopy of various me-

dia [143]. The use of arrays of emitters based on

RTDs also makes it possible to significantly increase the

power of THz emission. In a two-dimensional array of

RTD emitters containing 89 individual elements, between

which there was no phase synchronization, THz emission

power about 0.7mW [144] was obtained. The emission

spectrum in this case contained several overlapping lines

in the region of 1.0−1.05 THz with the maximal intense

line at frequency about 1 THz [144]. In the array

of RTD emitters consisting of two elements, between

which phase synchronism was achieved, and coherent

summation of the amplitudes of the THz fields of the

emitters occurred, a single THz generation line was ob-

tained with frequency of 0.62 THz and emission power

about 0.6mW [145].

Such properties of THz emitters based on RTDs, as

their compactness, moderate level of emission power,

narrow THz generation line, high stability of the gener-

ation frequency, relatively simple methods of THz emis-

sion modulation (both amplitude and frequency [134])
make THz sources of this type promising for nume-

rous applications. Among such applications are —
THz visualisation of various objects [146], THz spec-

troscopy [143], THz sensors [147], emitters for data trans-

mission systems at THz frequencies [148], as well as THZ

radars [134].
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3.1.3. THz emitters based on high-frequency
transistor circuits

It is well known from radio engineering that a high-

frequency amplifier, built, for example, on bipolar or

field-effect transistors, with positive frequency-dependent

feedback, becomes a generator of high-frequency electrical

oscillations. To date, significant progress was made in the

creation of THz emitters operating at room temperature

based on heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs), field-
effect transistors with a high electron mobility channel

(HEMT), as well as complementary transistors of metal-

insulator–semiconductor type (CMOS) [149–156].
In paper [149] 35 nm HEMT technology was used

to create THz emitters based on InP. The authors

used a HEMT structure obtained by the MBE method

with In0.75Ga0.35As channel with electron mobility about

1.2 · 104 cm2/Vs and concentrations 3.5 · 1012 cm−2. The

T-shaped gate of the field-effect transistor had an active

width about 35 nm. The used 35-nm technology made it

possible to obtain maximum frequency f max of transistor

amplification about 600GHz [149]. Fundamental oscillators

with generation frequencies of 0.254, 0.314 and 0.346 THz

were created, which are integrated circuits (ICs) that contain
the transistor itself, coplanar waveguides, which also act

as a resonator cavity and feedback element, as well as

matching circuits. The total size of the integrated circuit

was 0.4 × 0.4mm2. THz generation powers were 158,

46 and 25µW at frequencies 0.254, 0.314 and 0.346 THz,

respectively [149]. The THz generation linewidth was

about 1MHz.

Based on 65-nm technology of silicon CMOS transistor,

ICs of frequency-tunable THz emitters with high output

power were designed and created in paper [150]. ICs

contained several external voltage-controlled coupled oscilla-

tors. The integrated circuit provided generation, summation

of emission from coupled oscillators, and output of THz

emission to the output port of IC. For an emitter of this type

with a generation frequency of 0.29 THz, output emission

power about 0.76mW was obtained, and the tuning range

of the generation frequency reached 13GHz. For emitter

with generation frequency of 0.32 THz, the output emission

power and the tuning range of the generation frequency

were about 0.46mW and 8.4 GHz, respectively [150].
The paper [151] demonstrated THz emitter based on SiGe

IC created using 130 nm BiCMOS technology (technology
combining elements of HBT and CMOS technologies), with

a center emission frequency 0.53 THz, frequency tuning

range up to 17GHz and THz emission output power about

1mW. The IC is a matrix of 16 individual THz emitters

(pixels) with integrated ring antennas. The emitting pixels

were not coherent with each other. This THz emitter

was designed specially for applications in THz visualisation

of various objects. Feature of SiGe THz emitters based

on HBT and used in [151] is that the transistors initially

generate at frequency f 0 about 175GHz. Due to the

nonlinearity in the SiGe transistor in the strong signal

mode [151] odd frequency harmonics f 0 are also generated,

of which the third one (525GHz) is the strongest. The

frequency 525GHz is separated in IC and supplied to the

emitting antenna. The THz emitter module created in [151]
had the ability to be programmed (via a USB port) to

control both the direction of emission propagation and its

intensity. The module size was 2.0× 2.1mm2. According

to measurement data [151] the width of the emission pattern

at half power was ±15◦. The authors [151] emphasize that

the developed design of the THz emitter IC is scalable both

in terms of the IC size, and the power of the output THz

emission.

Using 130-nm BiCMOS technology, SiGe-THz emitter

with a generation frequency of 1 THz based on a matrix

of 42 (6× 7) emitters coherent with each other (phase
synchronized) was developed and created in paper [152].
The size of individual emitter (cell) in the matrix, including

two slot antennas (vertical and horizontal) per emitter [152],
was about λ/2 (where λ — emission wavelength at

frequency 1 THz). The total power of THz emission

reached 80µW, and the width of the emission pattern

at half power was about ±5.5◦ in both the vertical and

horizontal planes. Since the maximum power amplification

frequency, f max, for heterojunction bipolar SiGe transistors

does not exceed 0.5 THz [153], in paper [152], as in [151]
the method of active frequency multiplication was applied.

In the transistor circuits of individual emitters the frequency

f 0 = 250GHz and its harmonics 2 f 0, 3 f 0 and 4 f 0 were

first generated. In this case, the first, the second and the

third harmonics are suppressed in the emitter circuits, and

the fourth harmonic with frequency of 1 THz is supplied to

the emitting antennas. The total size of the THz emitter IC

is 1× 1mm2. According to the authors [152], the developed
design of IC of coherent THz emitter can also be scaled to

increase the emission power.

For transistor amplification circuits HBTs based on InP,

maximum signal power amplification frequencies f max

exceeding 1 THz (frequency of 1.15 THz [154] was actually
demonstrated) were achieved. Unprecedented frequency

band for InP HBTs was achieved due to a combination of

several factors, including the properties of the InGaAs|InP
material system (high electron mobility in p-base of the

transistor, a large discontinuity in the conduction band at

the heterojunction, the ability to achieve high level of layers

doping, which makes it possible to obtain low-resistance

ohmic contacts), as well as scaling the lateral and vertical

dimensions of transistors to the nanometer region [155,156].
Such high operating frequencies of HBTs InP made it

possible to create terahertz monolithic ICs (TMIC) based

on them, the most important blocks of which include

amplifiers, fundamental oscillators with external voltage

control, local oscillators for heterodyne signal reception

circuits, mixers, frequency dividers, phase shift circuits.

phase-locked loops, etc. [155,156]. Such TMIC can be

used in compact devices for THz probing and visualization

of various objects, for THz radars, and also for THz

communications equipment.
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Using 250-nm HBTs InP technology, ICs of THz emitters

tunable by external voltage with a generation frequency

in the region of 0.57 THz, emission power about 10µW,

and range of generation frequency tuning about 10GHz

were created [155]. The emission linewidth was about

1MHz. The transition to 130-nm HBTs InP technology

made it possible to create THz emitter ICs with frequencies

up to 0.688 THz [156]. THz emission power for such

emitters was 1−3µW. In the paper [156] it was noted that

mutual integration of InP HBT and Si CMOS elements into

one integrated circuit is possible, which will significantly

increase TMIC functionality.

THz emission emitters built using HBT, HEMT, CMOS

technologies of transistor IC are promising for various

practical applications, such as THz emitters based on RTD

technologies. In terms of the level of generated THz power,

the transistor emitters are comparable to emitters based on

RTDs. However, the achieved THz generation frequencies

for RTD emitters are noticeably higher compared to the

frequencies achieved in transistor emitters (Section 3.1.2),
and may in the future reach frequencies about 3 THz (see,
for example, [141]).

3.2. THz generation using the ultrashort laser
pulses technology

It is well known that when many materials are excited

by femtosecond laser pulses, pulses of electromagnetic

emission of subpicosecond duration are generated, the

frequencies of which lie in the terahertz region of the

spectrum [1,3–5]. Note that the ideas about the energy

conversion of ultrashort laser pulses into coherent emission

in the THz range in nonlinear crystals due to the difference

frequency generation effect (or the effect of optical rectifi-

cation of laser pulses with broadened frequency spectrum)
were theoretically formulated back in the 1970s. (see, for
example, [157]). In mid-1980s with the appearance of the

first femtosecond lasers, a group headed by D.H. Auston

obtained experimental results confirming the possibility

of converting the energy of ultrashort laser pulses into

THz emission in nonlinear crystals. The same group of

authors demonstrated the generation of short pulses of

THz emission during femtosecond laser photoexcitation of

semiconductor photoconductive antenna based on radiation-

damaged Si on sapphire (RD-SOS).
To date, the generation of THz emission pulses con-

taining several cycles of electromagnetic oscillations was

observed in dielectric crystals, semiconductors, metals, and

even in gases and liquids (see, for example, [4,5], [160]
and other references there). In general, such THz generation

mechanism is associated with excitation in the material or

structure of a fast dipole or short photocurrent burst [4,5].
Using Maxwell’s equations, it can be shown [5,161] that

in far field the amplitude of the generated electromagnetic

THz wave, ETHz, is proportional to ∂2P/∂t2 or ∂J/∂t,
where P(t) and J(t) are, respectively, the time-varying

dipole moment or current induced by the exciting laser

radiation. The coherent THz emission generated in this way

found application in THz spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and THz

visualisation of various objects. The undoubted advantage

of THz-TDS technique is that all the main components of

the measuring system, both the source and the receiver

of THz emission (note that the receiver is also coherent,

is gated by femtosecond laser pulses and measures the

field amplitude of the electromagnetic THz wave — see,

for example, [161]), operate at room temperature, and the

signal-to-noise ratio in terms of signal amplitude in the

measuring system can reach 104 and even more (and at

least 108 in power) [162,163]. Details of the organization

of THz-TDS measuring systems, features of such system

components and THz signals processing can be found, for

example, in [164].

Efficient generation of coherent THz emission under

femtosecond laser photoexcitation is realized in bulk semi-

conductors and semiconductor structures. This Section of

the review examines such THz generation schemes.

3.2.1. Generation of THz emission

in photoconductive antennas

Among semiconductor emitters excited by femtosecond

laser radiation, in terms of practical use, THz emitters

based on photoconductive antennas with external bias are

the most popular. The operation of THz source based on

photoconductive antenna (PCA) is illustrated in Figure 17.

The emission pulse of femtosecond laser (for example,

a titanium-sapphire laser with characteristic wavelength of

800 nm, generating pulses with width about 10−100 fs with

repetition rate about 80MHz) is focused in the gap between

two electrodes deposited on the surface of semiconductor

(photoconductor), the band gap of which is less than the

energy of the pump laser quantum. A constant voltage

is applied between the electrodes. Electrons and holes

generated by light are accelerated in the electric field created

between the electrodes, and are also captured by impurities

and crystal defects with subsequent recombination, which

results in a short burst of photoconductivity current in the

circuit. A material with short lifetime (in the subpicosecond

time range) and high mobility of non-equilibrium charge

carriers is used as a photoconductor. Besides, the photocon-

ductor material should have a high voltage (field strength)
of electrical breakdown. The material that meets these re-

quirements is gallium arsenide, grown by the MBE method

under conditions of low temperatures (about 200◦C) —
so-called. low temperature GaAs (LT-GaAs) [165]. The

LT-GaAs layer without illumination has a low equilibrium

conductivity, and therefore the dark current in PCA based

on it is small, which makes it possible to use rather high

bias field strengths in such PCAs (from several kV/cm to

values about 100−120 kV/cm [166]).

Thus, the femtosecond laser pulse creates in the gap

between PCA electrodes a short burst of photocurrent

JPh(t)(Figure 17, b), which, like Hertz dipole, emits a pulse
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Figure 17. a — schematic representation of THz emission source

based on dipole PCA. The PCA electrodes can be made, for

example, in the form of
”
bow tie“ antenna, and the PCA can be

integrated with a hemispherical or super-hemispherical silicon lens

for collimation of the THz emission beam. b — Enlarged image of

the photoexcitation region of PCA. Generation of non-equilibrium

electron-hole pairs and fast photocurrent JPh(t) in the gap between

the electrodes.

of THz emission containing several cycles of electromag-

netic oscillations [5]. As noted above, in the far field (in the

wave zone) the amplitude of the electric field of the emitted

THz wave is proportional to the first derivative JPh(t) with

respect to time. Broadband THz emission is generated,

the spectrum width of which is largely determined by the

duration of the photocurrent pulse.

Depending on the ratio between the size of the pho-

toexcitation region in PCA and the wavelength of the gen-

erated THz emission, dipole and wide-aperture PCAs are

distinguished. In dipole PCAs the size of the illumination

region is significantly smaller than the wavelength of THz

emission (Figure 17 corresponds to dipole PCA). Dipole
PCAs are suitable as simple THz emitters in THz-TDS

measuring systems based on femtosecond lasers with high

repetition rate and relatively low peak power. The design

of the electrodes in the PCA and their shape play an

important role in the transfer into the wave zone of both

high frequencies of the THz electromagnetic field generated

near the gap between the electrodes and the power of

THz emission. The following designs of simple dipole

photoconductive antennas are used:
”
strip line“,

”
Hertz

dipole“,
”
offset dipole“,

”
bow tie“ (Figure 18, a−c and d

respectively) [167–170]. In PCA with strip line design of

electrodes the shorter pulses of THz emission are achieved

than in PCA, for example, with electrodes of Hertz dipole

type, and, accordingly, PCA with strip lines generate THz

emission with wider spectrum, but the emission power for

strip PCAs is lower.

The average power level of THz emission generated

in simple dipole PCAs demonstrated in the early 1990s

was about 10−40 nW [171,172]. The efficiency of THz

generation in PCAs can be significantly increased by

optimizing the structure of the electrodes. In the paper [169]
the pointed and shifted relative to each other electrodes

were used in PCA based on LT-GaAs (Figure 18, c). In

such PCA at a bias voltage of 60V and average power

of the femtosecond pump laser of 20mW, the average

THz emission power about 3µW was achieved, which

corresponds to peak power per pulse about 30mW. The

spectrum of the generated THz emission extended to

frequency about 2.3 THz [169]. In THz beam focused to

a size about 0.5 mm, the THz electric field strength about

57 V/cm was obtained.

Using photoconductive antennas based on LT-GaAs,

generation of THz emission with frequencies up to

15 THz [173] was obtained. In this paper, the dipole

PCA with electrodes in the form of strip line was used.

A titanium-sapphire laser with pulse width about 12 fs was

used as a source of photoexcitation, and PCA was also

used as THz detector (the PCA operation in THz detector

mode was considered, for example, in [5,161,164]). Despite
the dip in the spectrum of THz emission in the frequency

range between 8.0 and 8.8 THz, due to absorption by optical

phonons in GaAs, such THz emitter (as well as emitter-

detector pair) can be used for broadband THz spectroscopy.

Note that in the paper [174] the efficient THz emitter

based on dipole PCA was demonstrated, it was developed

for applications in THz-TDS systems using the femtosecond

pump laser with wavelength of 1550 nm. The material

for such PCA was InGaAs solid solution doped with

rhodium, obtained by MBE method on a semi-insulating

InP substrate. At bias field strength between PCA electrodes

of 60 kV/cm (the distance between the electrodes was

about 25µm) and average pump laser power of 28mW, an

average THz emission power of 637µW was achieved [174].

The field strength of the THz emission generated in PCA

increases with bias voltage growth according to law close to

linear one [5,161]. At low bias voltages the THz emission

field strength also increases with photoexcitation power in-

creasing, but only up to certain photoexcitation power levels,

which depend on the design of the PCA electrodes. At

high levels of photoexcitation the dependence of THz field

strength on the pump power reaches saturation [5,161]. In

PCA with
”
bow-tie“ electrodes (Figure 18, d), saturation of
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Figure 18. Schematic diagrams of dipole PCAs with different designs of electrodes: a —
”
strip line“, b —

”
Hertz dipole“, c —

”
offset

dipole“, d —
”
bow tie“. The red-shaded circle corresponds to the photoexcitation spot.

THz field amplitude appears at higher photoexcitation levels

compared to PCA with another design electrodes [161].
The effect of amplitude saturation of THz emission field

in PCA with increase in photoexcitation power is explained

by the occurrence of the electric field screening in the gap

between the electrodes by non-equilibrium electrons and

holes generated by the pump laser (polarization screening

or space charge effect), as well as by the occurrence of the

so-called emission screening associated with the inductive

response of PCA to the emitted THz field [5,161]. This

inductive reaction is due to partial compensation of the

electric bias field of PCA by the field of the generated

THz wave [175]. It was shown in the paper [176] that

the effect of saturation of interband absorption (bleaching
effect) in the PCA material at high level of photoexcitation

also contributes to the saturation of the field amplitude of

the generated THz emission observed in PCA with pumping

power increasing.

In wide-aperture PCAs the size of the photoexcitation

region significantly exceeds THz emission wavelength. Such

PCAs are convenient for generating THz emission pulses

with high peak power when photoexcited by the radiation

of femtosecond lasers with regenerative amplifiers, i. e.,

lasers with high output pulse energy and low repetition

rate [161,166]. The gap between the electrodes in such

PCAs ranges from 0.5mm to several cm. The mechanism

of saturation of THz emission field amplitude with pumping

intensity increasing, caused by polarization screening (see
above) of the electric bias field, which is essential for dipole

PCAs, does not have a noticeable effect in the case of wide-

aperture PCAs, which contributes to the achievement of high

power of THz emission in such PCAs [161,166]. Saturation
of THz field amplitude, associated with emission screening,

as well as with saturation of interband absorption, occurs

for wide-aperture PCAs[166,176].
In paper [177] in wide-aperture PCA based on LT-GaAs

with size 3.5× 3.5 cm2, THz emission pulses with en-

ergy about 0.8µJ were generated at interband photoex-

citation density in pulse about 40µJ/cm2 and bias field

strength 10.7 kV/cm (PCA pulsed power supply was used).
PCA was excited by laser pulses with wavelength of 770 nm,

duration of 120 fs, and repetition rate of 10Hz. The energy

of THz emission pulses obtained in [177] corresponds to

peak emission power about 1.6MW, and in the focused

THz beam the achieved amplitude of the electric field

of THz wave was about 150 kV/cm. The spectrum of

the generated THz emission extended to frequency about

1.5 THz. The efficiency of the optical power conversion into

THz emission power, achieved for wide-aperture PCA in

the paper [177], is about 2 · 10−3, and the achieved THz

electric field strength remains among the highest for THz

emission sources based on PCA even today [166]. The high

field strength of THz waves generated in such PCAs makes

it possible to use THz sources of this type for studies in the

field of nonlinear THz optics of various media [177].
Works on improving THz emitters based on PCAs,

aimed at increasing the generation efficiency and ex-

panding the spectrum of generated emission,are currently

ongoing [166,178].

Photoconductive PCA antennas with interdigital elec-

trodes were developed and created [166] — IDPCA. The use

of interdigital electrodes makes it possible to reduce the size

of the photoconductive region between individual electrodes

and thus provide higher electric bias field at lower applied

voltage. This increases PCA reliability and ensures their

easy use. Besides, interdigital electrodes make it possible

to increase the efficiency of collection of non-equilibrium

carriers in PCA and, accordingly, increase the efficiency

of THz generation. Such photoconductive antennas can

also be called large-area PCAs. Note that THz emitters

based on IDPCA were successfully commercialized (see,
for example, [179]). IDPCA can be considered as an

array (matrix) of individual PCAs connected in parallel. In

order to sum up THz fields from such individual PCAs,

the photoexcitation disabling of adjacent sections of PCA

with the opposite direction of the bias field is designed

(sections with only positive or only negative direction of

the bias field remain open). The latter is achieved using

special masks or microlens matrices [166]. In the work [180]
disabling of THz emission from adjacent PCA sections

with opposite directions of the bias field was achieved by

complete etching such regions of the photoconductor based

on LT-GaAs thin layer, transferred to insulating substrate,

followed by applying interdigital electrodes system to the

structure. With the help of this technology, the achievement

of intense THz emission from IDPCA with THz electric
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field strength about 120 kV/cm [180] was demonstrated. In

IDPCA obtained using microelectronics technologies, based

on semi-insulating GaAs with distance between electrodes

2µm, generation of THz pulses with spectrum extending to

frequencies about 20 THz was achieved [181]. Such a high

upper limiting frequency of THz emission generated in such

PCA was obtained at the cost of relatively low amplitude of

the THz field due to the strong influence of the polarization

screening effect of the bias field [181].

Impressive results were obtained using nanotechnology

during PCA formation. Efficient THz emitters based on

PCAs with nanometer-sized gaps in the comb of metal

electrodes — PCAs with plasmonic electrodes were demon-

strated [182]. In PCA with plasmonic electrodes based on

semi-insulating GaAs, THz generation was achieved with

efficiency of conversion of pump laser radiation into THz

emission about 1.6% [182] (at average pump laser power of

240mW the average power of the generated THz emission

was about 3.8mW, and the spectrum of THz emission

extended from 0.1 to 5 THz). In LT-GaAs-based PCA

with three-dimensional plasmonic electrodes (also having

nanometer characteristic dimensions), THz generation was

obtained with currently unprecedented conversion efficiency

of exciting laser radiation into THz emission, amounting to

about 7.5% [183].

3.2.2. THz generation with optical rectification

THz emission is also generated in nonlinear optical

crystals when they interact with intense femtosecond laser

radiation. The most powerful effect responsible for THz

generation in such materials is the optical rectification

(OR) effect, which actually is the effect of difference

frequencies generation between the components of the

broadened spectrum of an ultrashort laser pulse [5]. OR

is a 2nd order nonlinear optical effect, determined by

nonlinear susceptibility χ(2) and occurs only in crystals

without an inversion center. Among the semiconductors

in which THz generation due to the OR effect has been

studied, one can note ZnTe, InP, GaAs, GaSe crystals, etc.

(see, for example, [5,184–189], as well as other references

there). OR occurs both in the transparency region of crystal

and in the region of interband light absorption. Omitting

the vector and tensor indices, and also neglecting the

dependence χ(2) on frequency, the nonlinear polarization

of the crystal created by ultrashort optical pulse due to OR

can be expressed in frequency domain in the SI system as

follows [5]:

P(ω) = ε0χ
(2)

+∞∫

−∞

E(ω′)E∗(ω′ − ω)dω′, (2)

where E(ω) — the complex amplitude of the electric field

of the light wave. The Fourier transform of equation (2)
gives the value of the nonlinear polarization vector of the

crystal in time domain:

P(t) = ε0χ
(2)E(t)E∗(t) ∝ χ(2)I(t), (3)

where I(t) — light intensity (shape of pump pulse). Thus,
the nonlinear polarization of the crystal induced due to the

OR effect P completely repeats the shape of laser pump

pulse, i. e. is inertia-free. The latter is very important from

the point of view of generating THz emission with wide

spectrum [5,161]. Therefore, OR effect in semiconductors

is used to generate broadband THz emission, despite its

lower efficiency compared, for example, with the efficiency

of THz generation in PCAs.

The fast dipole moment Pemits THz electromagnetic

wave, the electric field strength of which in the wave zone

is proportional to the second time derivative of P , and the

direction of THz wave field is parallel to the vector P .
A more strict expression in comparison with (2) for the

vector of crystal nonlinear polarization caused by the OR

effect has the form [5]:

P i(�) = ε0
∑
j,k

χ
(2)
ijk (� = ω1 − ω2)

×
+∞∫

−∞

E j(ω1 = ω2 + �)E∗

k (ω2)dω2, (4)

where ω1 and ω2 — frequencies of individual compo-

nents in the emission spectrum of ultrashort laser pulse,

and � = ω1 − ω2 — THz frequency. In crystals of Td

symmetry, which include semiconductors ZnTe, CdTe, InP,

GaP, InP and GaAs, the tensor χ
(2)
ijk has only one linearly

independent component (χ
(2)
i,i+1,i+2 = χ

(2)
i,i+2,i+1 = β, where

i takes the values x , y or z). The symmetry of these

crystals makes it possible to use the OR effect in them

for THz generation in geometry per-pass, i. e. at collinear

propagation of pump waves and generated THz emission.

As the pump wave and THz wave generated by OR

propagate in the crystal, due to the difference in their

propagation speeds a phase mismatch between these waves

develops, which at large phase difference leads to destructive

interference of THz fields generated from different regions

of the crystal, and, accordingly, to decrease in THz emission

intensity. The characteristic length of the crystal, at which

the conversion of the pump wave to THz wave occurs

effectively, is called the effective interaction length or

coherence length, LC [161]:

LC =
c

2νTHz|nopt − nTHz|
, (5)

where c — the light speed, ν — THz wave frequency,

and nopt and nTHz are refractive indices of the crystal at

optical and THz frequencies, respectively. Under conditions

of phase synchronism (PS) (at nopt = nTHz), the value

LC becomes infinite. In this case, the intensity of the

generated THz wave increases as the pump wave passes
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through the crystal. Under PS conditions the amplitude

of the THz wave field is directly proportional to the wave

propagation length in the material [161]. At frequency

of 2 THz for semiconductor crystals such as ZnTe, CdTe,

GaP, InP and GaAs, PS conditions are achieved at pump

wavelengths equal to 0.8, 0.97, 1.0, 1.22 and 1.35µm

respectively [161]. ZnTe crystal, therefore, according to

PS conditions is suitable as THz emitter based on the

effect of optical rectification during excitation by radiation

from titanium-sapphire femtosecond laser with wavelength

of 800 nm. Taking into account the actual width and

shape of THz emission spectrum generated in ZnTe crystals,

the average value of LC is approximately 2mm [161].
Therefore, in typical THz-TDS systems that use ZnTe-based

THz emitter operating in the spectral region from 0.1−0.2

to 2.5−3.0 THz, crystals with thickness about 1mm are

used [4,5,161]. In more broadband THz-TDS systems ZnTe

crystals of significantly smaller thickness are used.

In the paper [189] comparative studies of efficiency

of THz generation due to OR effect in a number of

semiconductor crystals (GaAs, InP, ZnTe, CdTe and GaP)
were carried out. For excitation the pulses of a titanium-

sapphire femtosecond laser with wavelength of 800 nm

and duration of about 12 fs with average power of about

500mW were used. It was shown that ZnTe is the

best of the studied emitters for THz emission generation

(both in terms of signal amplitude and maximum frequency

in the spectrum) in the frequency band from 0.1 to

35 THz. Such emitter is suitable for use in broadband THz

spectroscopy, despite a strong dip in the spectrum near

5.3 THz associated with absorption by optical phonons, as

well as dip in the frequency region about 16.9−21.7 THz,

due to the absence in this frequency region of the phase

synchronism of pump waves and THz emission waves [189].
Paper [190] demonstrated the generation of THz emission

due to OR effect in GaAs with frequencies up to 37 THz.

Dips associated with absorption by optical phonons and

the lack of phase synchronism were also observed in the

THz spectrum. Interesting results on THz generation

due to OR effect under phase synchronism conditions in

GaSe crystals were obtained in the paper [191]. Phase

synchronism in these crystals occurs in the region between

14 and 50 THz and is associated with strong birefringence

in GaSe [161,191]. Paper [191] demonstrated frequency-

tunable THz emission with central frequencies from 15

to 42 THz by changing the phase synchronism conditions,

which was achieved by the crystal rotation.

3.2.3. THz generation upon photoexcitation
of semiconductors surface

Since early 1990s it is known that excitation of the

semiconductor surface by femtosecond laser pulses with

quantum energy greater than the band gap of the material

leads to the generation of coherent THz emission. THz

generation of this type was observed at room temperature

in a number of semiconductors (GaAs, InP, Ga1−xAlxAs

(x < 0.2), GaSb, InSb, CdTe, CdSe and Ge) under

photoexcitation by laser radiation with quantum energy

of 2 eV [192]. The papers that followed the first publica-

tion [192] on
”
surface“ THz generation (STG) [193–198]

were aimed at studying the efficiency of THz generation

and examination the effect mechanisms. It was found

that THz emission comes from the near-surface region of

the semiconductor, the size of which is determined by

the penetration depth of the exciting light. THz emission

is generated by oblique incidence of pump emission on

the surface and propagates both into the bulk of the

semiconductor and into vacuum (in air). Moreover, in a

vacuum the generated THz emission propagates mainly in

the direction of the pump laser beam reflected from the

surface. Therefore, studies of THz emission associated with

surface are carried out in most cases in reflection geometry,

i. e. with oblique incidence of the pump laser beam at an

angle of 45◦ relative to the normal to the semiconductor

surface and detection of THz emission in the direction of

mirror reflection of the exciting laser radiation [5].
STG for most semiconductors is weaker in efficiency

compared to THz generation in PCA or due to the OR effect

under phase synchronism conditions [5]. However, InAs

crystals [199–202] are distinguished by their high efficiency

of THz generation upon surface excitation. It was found that

the efficiency of THz generation from InAs surface increases

significantly in external magnetic field. In a magnetic field

of strength 1 T for InAs crystals, the average power of

THz emission about 50µW was achieved with average

femtosecond pump laser power of 1W (titanium-sapphire

laser with pulse duration 70 fs, repetition rate 80MHz and

emission wavelength 800 nm was used) [5,199]. Due to

their simplicity and high efficiency
”
surface“ THz emitters

based on InAs are extremely popular and are currently

widely used in THz spectroscopy and THz visualisation

systems for various objects (see, for example, [162,203],
where rather efficient THz emitters based on n-InAs layers

grown by MBE method on GaAs substrates were used, the

efficiency of them is comparable to PCA).
As a result of numerous studies it was established

that in the general case two effects can be responsible

for STG in semiconductors [5]: 1) the effect of optical

rectification of pump laser radiation in the crystal region,

the size of which is determined by the light penetration

depth, and 2) a short burst of the photocurrent of non-

equilibrium charge carriers in the near-surface region of

the crystal, directed along the normal to the crystal surface.

Moreover, the latter mechanism can be contributed by both

fast drift photocurrent caused by the existence of near-

surface electric field [204] (or, in other words, by the

bending of energy bands at the crystal-vacuum interface, see

Figure 19), as well as the Dember photocurrent associated

with the difference in the diffusion fluxes of non-equilibrium

electrons and holes (see Figure 20).
STG due to the OR effect associated with second-order

nonlinear susceptibility χ(2) (Section 3.2.2) occurs only in

crystals without the inversion center, and the efficiency
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Figure 19. Schematic diagram of energy bands of crystal near crystal-vacuum interface and diagram of the THz emission formation due

to ultrafast excitation and relaxation of drift photocurrent in near-surface electric field in case of semiconductor of n- (a) and p-type (b).
The bands bending is caused by pinning of the Fermi level on the crystal surface [204]. The band bending is shown for GaAs-type

semiconductor, for which it is known that surface states
”
tie“ the Fermi level on the surface approximately in the middle of the band

gap [204]. It can be seen that the direction of the drift current, and hence the polarity of the generated THz emission pulses will be

different in the case of n- and p-type semiconductors.

of such THz generation strongly depends on the crystal

orientation and polarization of pump radiation. This, in

principle, makes it possible to separate the contributions

to the STG from the OR effect and from the effect of

excitation of the near-surface photocurrent. Analysis carried

out in the paper [5] for the case of crystals with Td

symmetry (InAs, GaAs, InP, InSb, etc.) in the geometry

of oblique incidence of pump laser radiation at angle 45◦,

shows that for the crystal orientation (100) the efficiency of

STG due to OR is almost by order of magnitude weaker

than in the case of the crystal orientation (111). So, the

crystal orientation (100) is convenient for a separate study

of the contribution to the STG due to the excitation of

the near-surface photocurrent. For InAs crystals with the

orientation (111), in which both contributions to the STG

are significant, it was shown [5] that the amplitude signal

of STG due to the OR effect is no more than 40% of

the total THz signal. Note that along with the OR effect

caused by the second-order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2), it

is possible to observe OR associated with the third-order

nonlinear susceptibility χ(3) [186–188,205] and caused by

electric field-induced optical rectification (EFI OR) [206].
THz generation due to the EFI OR effect also has a

strong dependence on the crystal orientation and the pump

emission polarization.

Experimental data on STG obtained on InP and GaAs

crystals with the orientation (100) show that THz generation

prevails in these materials due to fast photocurrent in near-

surface electric field [5]. In narrow-gap InAs and InSb

crystals, for which the near-surface band bending and,

accordingly, the near-surface electric field are small [204],
STG is mainly due to the excitation of the fast Dember

photocurrent in the near-surface region [5,200,201,207].

Air

THz
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Surface

JDiffusion current 

e

h

Figure 20. Scheme for THz emission formation due to Dember

photocurrent excitation in near-surface region, caused by difference

in diffusion coefficients of non-equilibrium electrons and holes.

Note that direction of Dember photocurrent will be same in case

of semiconductor of both n- and p-type. THz generation in this

case is due to the ultrafast formation and relaxation of the diffusion

photocurrent.

When the surface (100) of these crystals is excited by

femtosecond laser radiation with wavelength of 800 nm

(quantum energy 1.55 eV), THz generation signal for InAs

is approximately by 7 times higher than the generation signal

from InSb [5]. Such a strong difference in the amplitude

of THz emission signals caused by STG in these materials

is possibly due to the fact that in InSb some of the

photoexcited electrons, during the process of their energy
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relaxation, fall into the L-valley, where the effective mass of

the electrons significantly greater than in Ŵ-valley, and thus

the total diffusion current of electrons decreases [5]. This

explanation is supported by the fact that in InSb crystals the

efficiency of STG (in terms of signal amplitude) increases

by approximately 6 times when the photoexcitation wave

length changes from 800 nm to 1.9µm [208].

3.2.4. THz generation in structures with
p−n-junction

Similar to the fast photocurrent of non-equilibrium charge

carriers created by femtosecond interband laser photoexcita-

tion in the near-surface region of the crystal (Section 3.2.3,

Figure 19), the photocurrent in structure with p−n-junction
arising during its photoexcitation by ultrashort laser pulses,

shall also cause the generation of THz emission.

THz generation of this type was first demonstrated at

room temperature on reverse-biased silicon p−i−n photo-

diodes of large-area [209] optimized for wavelength about

600 nm. In the experiments [209] Si p−i−n-structures were
excited by pulses with width of 70 fs with central wave-

length of 615 nm, followed with frequency of 100MHz.

The structures were excited by oblique (60◦) incidence of

unfocused laser radiation with average power about 15mW.

RD-SOS-based PCA was used as the coherent THz detector.

The spectrum of the recorded THz emission extended to

frequencies about 1.4−1.5 THz (at a level of 0.01).
Papers [210,211] inform about observation and

study of THz emission generation at room tem-

perature in p−n-heterostructures based on a -Si:H|c-Si
and a -Si:H|a -SiC:H|c-Si when excited by femtosecond laser

pulses with wavelength of 800 nm. The studied structures

were solar cells obtained using heterostructure (HJT)
technology, capturing significant part of the solar emission

spectrum and having rather high efficiency [212]. The

structures were excited at an 45-degree oblique incidence

of emission (p-polarization) of Ti-sapphire laser generating

pulses with width about 15 fs with repetition rate of

80MHz. Pump radiation with pulse energy of 2−5 nJ was

focused onto the upper layer of the structure into a spot

with size about 100−250µm. THz emission was recorded

in the direction of mirror reflection of the pump laser beam.

THz emission was detected by electro-optical sampling of

THz waveforms in ZnTe crystal 1mm thick. THz emission

was observed upon the reverse bias of structures, and

its intensity increased significantly with increase in bias

voltage. The amplitude spectrum of the observed emission

extends to frequencies about 2.2 THz (at a level of 0.01).
A non-monotonic dependence of the THz emission pulse

amplitude on the laser excitation intensity was observed

(dependence with a maximum followed by a signal decreas-

ing [211]), which is fully explained by the effect of electric

field screening in p−n-heterostructure with non-equilibrium

carriers at high level of photoexcitation. At optimal intensity

of interband laser photoexcitation, the pulses amplitude of

THz emission observed in the studied p−n-heterostructures

is comparable to THz emission generated in n-InAs crystals,
widely used as emitters in THz-TDS systems (Section 3.2.3).
In addition to the possible practical application of the

detected THz emission in p−n-heterostructures based on

a -Si:H|c-Si and a -Si:H|a -SiC:H|c-Si, the studies of THz

generation processes can be used to study the behavior

details of non-equilibrium charge carriers at subpicosecond

times in complex structures of HJT solar cells [210,211].
The paper [213] reported the observation of THz emission

generation under femtosecond laser excitation with central

wavelength of 1.56µm of InGaAs photodiode structures

grown by MOCVD on InP substrates. LT-GaAs-based PCA,

gated by pulses of the second harmonic of the pump laser

(780 nm), was used as emission detector. The structures

were excited through InP substrate with oblique (45◦)
incidence on it of exciting laser radiation. THz emission was

recorded in the passage direction of the structure, collinear

with the direction of the exciting laser beam. In this case,

hemispherical silicon lens was fixed on the output surface

of the structure. The amplitude spectrum of the generated

THz emission extended to frequency about 3 THz. At

reverse bias voltage of 3V and average pump radiation

power of 9mW, at frequency of about 1 THz, the amplitude

of THz emission field generated in the studied structures

of InGaAs photodiodes is almost by order of magnitude

higher than the THz emission signal from the surface of

n-InAs crystals under similar photoexcitation conditions.

The paper [213] also noted non-monotonic dependence of

the pulse amplitude of THz emission on the photoexcitation

intensity caused by the influence of the screening effect of

the electric field in the structure by non-equilibrium charge

carriers.

The interesting version of THz emitter based on

GaAs|AlGaAs p−i−n−i-heterostructure, designed to oper-

ate without applying the bias voltage and at T = 300K, was

demonstrated in the paper [214]. The structure was grown

by MBE on n+-GaAs substrate and contained 5 periods

of undoped layers AlxGa1−xAs|Al0.45Ga0.55As (100 nm).
Between the layers AlxGa1−xAs and Al0.45Ga0.55As by

alternating method the layers p+-GaAs and n+-GaAs

were grown (doping level about 2 · 1018 cm−3) (δ-doped
layers). The thicknesses of δ-doped layers were 10 nm,

with the exception of the first (from the air-structure

interface layer) p+-GaAs 40 nm thick. Thickness of the

first layer AlxGa1−xAs was 250 nm, and of next layers

280 nm each. Parameter x in layers AlxGa1−xAs varied

from 0.08 (first layer) to 0 (last layer). Such design

p−i−n−i GaAs|AlGaAs of THz emitter was suggested

in [215]. According to the idea and simulation results of

the paper [215], during femtosecond laser photoexcitation of

structure by laser radiation with wavelength about 800 nm,

non-equilibrium electrons and holes are generated only in

i-layers (in AlxGa1−xAs layers), in which due to δ-doping a

strong electric field with strength about 50 kV/cm is created.

In Al0.45Ga0.55As layers, with the opposite direction of the

electric field, there is no generation of non-equilibrium

carriers, similar to the situation in the shaded areas of PCA
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with interdigital electrodes (Section 3.2.1). As a result,

THz emission generated during the acceleration of non-

equilibrium carriers in AlxGa1−xAs layers is summed up

coherently. In this case, the movement of non-equilibrium

carriers along the normal to the heteroboundaries is limited

due to the presence of potential barriers. As a result,

according to [215], conditions are created in the structure

for the excitation of coherent plasma oscillations in a

system non-equilibrium electrons and holes, which leads

to a significant increase in the intensity of the generated

THz emission. Simulations carried out in [215] showed that

for such a THz emitter based on p−i−n−i GaAs|AlGaAs
heterostructure, one can expect increase in THz generation

efficiency by two orders of magnitude compared to THz

generation efficiency from the surface of semiconductors. In

the experiments of the paper [214] the studied p−i−n−i-
heterostructures were excited at obliqie (45◦) incidence of

femtosecond laser radiation with wavelength of 780 nm (Ti-
sapphire laser generating pulses with width of < 100 fs and

repetition rate of 82MHz was used). The generated THz

emission was recorded in the direction of mirror reflection

of the pump laser beam and measured using optical-

acoustic receiver (Golay cell). The maximum average

power of the generated THz emission was about 1.25µW

with average pump emission power of 400mW [214].
As the photoexcitation intensity increases, the generated

THz emission intensity first increases, then passes through

a maximum (according to the data of the paper [214],
the maximum corresponds to the photoexcitation energy

density about 0.7µJ/cm2), followed by a strong decrease

in THz emission intensity. The non-monotonic depen-

dence of THz emission intensity on the pump intensity

is also explained by the influence of the screening effect

of the electric field in the structure by non-equilibrium

charge carriers. Paper [214] compared the efficiency of

THz generation in p−i−n−i-heterostructure GaAs|AlGaAs
with THz efficiency generation in n-InAs (100) and p-InAs
(111) (in latter case THz generation was caused by both

OR effect, and by Dember effect contribution). According

to data of paper [214], at photoexcitation energy density

below 0.7µJ/cm2 THz generation efficiency in p−i−n−i-
heterostructure GaAs|AlGaAs exceeds by about 5 times

and by 1.5 times STG efficiency in n-InAs (100) and

in p-InAs (111), respectively.

3.2.5. Generation in structures with quantum wells
and superlattices

During interband photoexcitation of low-dimensional

semiconductor structures with ultrashort laser pulses, the

coherent THz emission is also generated. Study of

the processes of such THz generation now constitutes a

separate, large scientific direction. During studies of THz

emission generation under femtosecond photoexcitation of

structures with quantum wells and superlattices at low

temperatures bright effects of a purely quantum nature

were observed, including the phenomenon of quantum beats

during coherent excitation of several energy levels in the

system, Bloch oscillations of electrons in SLs, coherent

nutations of the population of exciton states in strongly

coupled exciton-photon systems (see, for example, [5] and
other references there). A number of such results, which

may also have practical significance, will be discussed

below.

In the paper [216] THz generation was excited by

radiation from femtosecond Ti-sapphire laser (wavelength
805 nm, pulse width about 160 fs) in double asymmetric

tunnel-connected (DATC) QWs GaAs|AlGaAs at a tem-

perature of 10K. THz experiments were carried out with

oblique (45◦) incidence of laser radiation on the structure.

THz emission caused by the excitation of charge oscillations

in the DATC-QW was detected. The structure under study

was obtained by MBE on n+-GaAs substrate and contained

10 DATC QW GaAs 14 nm and 10 nm wide, separated by

Al0.2Ga0.8As barrier 2.5 nm wide. In this case, the quantum

wells were in the electric field, the strength of which was

selected to equalize the position of the size quantization

levels of electrons (n = 1) in the wide and narrow wells. To

create the electric field in the structure a Schottky barrier

was created on it (a translucent chromium layer 5 nm thick

was deposited on the structure surface [216]). The structure

design was chosen such that the electron energy levels in

the wide and narrow wells are equalized under reverse bias

at the Schottky barrier. As a result of tunnel connection of

electron states in wide and narrow quantum wells, energy

levels (n = 1) are split by value 1E . Femtosecond laser

radiation with spectral width greater than 1E but less than

the energy difference of interband transitions in narrow

and wide wells causes the excitation of coherent charge

oscillations between quantum wells: an electron packet

created by pumping in wide well, will tunnel into the

narrow well and back with frequency equal to 1E/h [216],
where h — Planck’s constant. Time-dependent polarization

P associated with coherent charge oscillations leads to the

emission of electromagnetic THz wave, the amplitude of the

electric field in the wave zone is proportional to ∂2P/∂t2.
The THz-TDS technique used in [216] made it possible to

observe up to 14 cycles of coherent charge oscillations in the

studied QWs.

In a single QW GaAs|Al0.3Ga0.7 As THz generation was

demonstrated, which was caused by the appearance of

charge oscillations in the system upon coherent excitation of

excitons with both light (lh) and heavy (hh) hole (quantum
beats between lh- and hh-excitons) [217]. The structure

under study was a Schottky diode metal −i−n+, in i-region
of which there were 15 periods of GaAs quantum wells

17.5 nm wide, separated by Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers 15 nm

wide. The Schottky barrier was created by applying

semitransparent chromium layer 5 nm thick to the GaAs

layer (20 nm) covering the structure. A constant electric

field in the region, where QWs were located, was created

by applying voltage between the metal layer and n+-GaAs

substrate. The electric field strength in QW region was
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determined from the photocurrent spectra in the struc-

ture [217] and ranged from 4 to 32 kV/cm. The structure

under study was excited by radiation from femtosecond

Ti|sapphire laser, tunable in wavelengths near 800 nm. The

laser pulses width was about 80 fs, the repetition rate

was 82MHz, and the maximum emission energy in the

pulse was about 15 nJ. Experiments on THz generation

were carried out at T = 10K with oblique 45◦-incidence

of femtosecond laser radiation on the structure under study.

It was established in experiments [217] that when the

energy band of pump laser generation (spectral width about

26meV) is overlapped with lh- and hh-exciton transitions

(calculated value of lh−hh-splitting in zero field is about

6meV and increases with field increasing [217]), long-

term oscillations are clearly visible in the waveforms of the

generated THz emission, they decay over time about several

picoseconds. It was also established that such oscillations

disappear when the laser generation energy band is not

overlapped with the region of lh- and hh-exciton transitions.

The oscillating part of THz waveforms gives spectrum of

THz emission with central frequency tunable from 1.4 to

2.6 THz when the bias field strength changes. Besides,

the dependence of the central frequency of such THz

generation on the field strength in QW is in good agreement

with the calculated splitting of the energies of lh- and hh-
excitons. Thus, it was shown that coherent photoexcitation

of two types of excitons in QW leads to the excitation of

charge oscillations and, accordingly, to a time-varying dipole

moment, which, in turn, emits THz electromagnetic wave.

THz emission generation caused by the excitation of

quantum beats in structures with single modulated-doped

parabolic quantum well (PQW) was observed in the pa-

per [218]. InGaAs|AlGaAs PQW 13.8 nm wide was grown

by MBE method on GaAs substrate. The material in the

center of PCW had the composition In0.125Ga0.875As, and

at the edges of the well—- Al0.3Ga0.7As. The calculated

value of the energy gap between equidistant levels of

size quantization of electrons in such PQW is about

10meV [218]. QW was in the electric field of the Schottky

barrier, which was created by depositing a semitransparent

layer of NiCr 7 nm thick on the surface of the structure

(note that the presence of a strong electric field is important

for the excitation of quantum beats, for example, due to

the fact that without field in symmetric structure with

three-level system the quantum beats are prohibited [218]).
THz emission was excited by oblique (60◦) incidence

of femtosecond laser radiation on the structure. The

Ti-sapphire laser was used, tunable in wavelengths near

800 nm, generating pulses with width about 10 fs with

repetition rate of 75MHz. The experiments on THz

generation were carried out at temperature of 6K. The

characteristic electric field strength in the PQW was about

several kV/cm. Numerous fast oscillations were observed

in the waveforms of the generated THz emission, which

continued for about 6 ps. In the spectrum of the generated

THz emission a sharp peak was observed at frequency of

2.82 THz, which according to its spectral position coincided

P(t) = qN (t) · [<h |z| h > –<e |z| e >]exc

2 2E (t) ∝∂ P(t)/∂tTHz
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Figure 21. Scheme of THz generation during photoexcitation by

ultrashort laser pulses of QW placed in strong electric field. The

envelopes of the wave functions of electrons and holes in such

a QW are also shown schematically. The electric field shifts the

centers of the electron and hole wave functions to opposite sides

of QW, creating dipole moment P(t).

with the peak of intersubband electronic transitions in the

absorption spectrum of the studied PQWs. The amplitude

of the detected THz oscillations increased with increase in

electric field strength in the PQW, but the frequency of

these oscillations remained constant. The combination of

experimental data and the results of numerical calculations

allowed the authors of Ref. [218] to conclude that the

observed THz emission is caused by intersubband charge

oscillations of non-equilibrium electrons in the PQW, excited

by ultrashort pulses of interband pumping [218].

In the electric field optical generation of electrons and

holes is possible in polarized states, in which the electron

and hole are separated in coordinate space, which leads

to the appearance of fast dipole moment and, accordingly,

to THz generation [185]. It is quite difficult to realize such

situation in the bulk of semiconductor, but in quantum wells

located in the external electric field, this is quite feasible

(Figure 21). The paper [219] for the first time demonstrated

THz generation caused by creation of polarized electron-

hole pairs in single, undoped GaAs|AlGaAs quantum wells

placed in the electric field. The experiments were carried

out at T = 77K on structures containing 82 periods of

GaAs quantum wells 14.5 nm wide, separated by barriers

Al0.3Ga0.7As 10.2 nm wide, grown by MBE method on

silicon substrates. The electric field in the structure, as

in the above-mentioned papers, was created by applying

bias voltage to the Schottky barrier, which was formed by

depositing the semitransparent chromium layer on surface

of the structure. For photoexcitation the Ti-sapphire laser

was used, tunable in wavelengths near 800 nm, genera-

ting pulses with width about 100 fs with pulse energy

about 1.5 nJ [219]. The experiments were carried out with

oblique (45◦) incidence of laser radiation with average

power about 50mW on the surface of the structure under

study (spot size ∼ 1mm). THz emission was recorded by
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PCA-based receiver. The electric field strength in QW was

determined from the spectra of the stationary photocurrent

in the structures and ranged from −10 to +25 kV/cm [219].
In the range of photoexcitation energy densities used in

the experiments [219] (< 0.15µJ/cm2), the amplitude of

THz signal increased linearly with intensity increasing of

the exciting laser radiation. The spectrum of the generated

THz emission occupies the band from 0.1 to 3.2 THz with a

maximum at frequency about 1.5 THz and, which is very

important, does not change with changes in the electric

field strength. THz waveforms contain almost one cycle

of electromagnetic oscillations and change polarity when

the direction of the electric field changes. The amplitude

of THz signal increases with field strength increasing, but

reaches saturation at field strength greater than 15 kV/cm.

Experimental data [219] allow the authors to conclude that

the observed THz emission is due to the generation of

polarized electron-hole pairs in QW located in external field.

The amplitude of THz signal generated from QWs under

study in field of 15 kV/cm was only by 2 times weaker than

STG signal from semi-insulating GaAs, measured under

identical conditions.

Papers [220,221] studied THz emission generation in

structures with GaAs|Al0.37Ga0.83As quantum wells located

in electric field with strength of up to about 42 kV/cm.

The experiments were carried out at temperature of 300K.

Structures containing 45 periods of undoped QWs 29 nm

wide, separated by barriers also 29 nm wide, grown by

the MBE method on n+-GaAs substrate, were studied.

As in other mentioned above papers on the study of

THz generation in QWs, the electric field in the structure

under study was created by applying the bias voltage

to the Schottky barrier, which was formed by depositing

semitransparent layer of chromium 10 nm thick on the GaAs

(10 nm) layer covering the structure. The structures were

excited at oblique (45◦) incidence of emission of Ti-sapphire

laser generating pulses with width about 12 fs with central

wavelength of 792 nm, and followed with repetition rate of

80MHz. Maximum density of photoexcitation energy in

pulse was about 23µJ/cm2 . THz emission was detected in

the direction of mirror reflection of the pump laser beam

and measured by electro-optical sampling of waveforms

in ZnTe (110) crystal 1mm thick. The properties of the

observed THz emission indicate that THz generation is

also caused by the creation using optical pumping of the

polarized electron-hole pairs in quantum wells located in

electric field. At bias voltage on the structure of 10V,

which corresponds to electric field strength in QW region

about 42 kV/cm, the amplitude of the observed THz signal

is by 4 times greater than the THz signal generated in the

test sample of
”
parent“ n+-GaAs substrate, but it is weaker

by approximately 5 times then THz signal from
”
reference“

THz emitter based on n-InAs [162,203]. It was found

that at photoexcitation energy densities above 2µJ/cm2 the

dependence of THz signal amplitude on the pump intensity

becomes sublinear. The observed sublinearity is due to the

occurrence of the electric field screening effect in quantum

wells, i. e. partial compensation of the external field in QW

by the field of polarized electrons and holes. A theore-

tical model of dynamic screening of the electric field in

GaAs|AlGaAs quantum well by non-equilibrium electron-

hole pairs was developed, which, taking into account actual

experimental conditions, quite satisfactorily describes the

observed dependence of THz emission amplitude on the

pump intensity. Add also that in the developed model

there are no fitting parameters [221]. When comparing

theory with experiment, only one parameter was used, i. e.

the scale factor. The introduction of scale factor when

comparing calculation with experiment is required in any

case, for example, to relate the amplitudes of THz field in

the near and far zones.

In experiments [222] with femtosecond photoexcitation of

structures with GaAs|AlGaAs SL, coherent THz emission

caused by Bloch’s oscillations (BO) of electrons in SL with

electrical bias was discovered for the first time.

Especially note here that the phenomenon of oscillatory

motion of free electrons in crystals in the presence of strong

constant electric field (BO), predicted in papers [223,224],
was long considered as a promising basis for creating

sources of THz emission with electrical excitation. The BO

phenomenon is a direct consequence of the band theory of

solids and Bloch’s theorem. Bloch’s oscillations are caused

by electrons acceleration by the electric field and their Bragg

reflection at the boundary of the Brillouin zone of the

crystal. The oscillation frequency ν is determined by the

field strength F and the crystal lattice period d, so that

hν = eFd, (6)

where e — electron charge, h — Planck’s constant. The

threshold field Ft of BO mode corresponds to the condition

elFt = 1E , where l — electron mean free path, 1E —
width of the allowed electronic band (conduction band in

bulk crystal or mini-band in structure with SL). Quantum
consideration of the problem shows [225], that in strong

field electrons turn out to be localized, and the electron

energy spectrum is a Wannier-Stark ladder of equidistant

discrete levels with splitting energy corresponding to the

equation (6). Thus, Wannier-Stark localization (WSL) is

the frequency (or energy) equivalent of Bloch’s oscillations.

In bulk crystals, BO requires giant electric fields and is

therefore unobtainable. L. Esaki and R. Tsu [11] drew

attention to the fact that in SL, due to the relatively small

width of the electron miniband 1E and long period d the

BO phenomenon can be realized in easily achievable electric

fields. WSL occurrence in GaAs|AlGaAs SLs was recorded
in a number of papers on electrical transport, as well

as on optical spectroscopy (see, for example, [226,227]).
Nevertheless, despite numerous attempts (see review [226]),
THz emission due to BO of free carriers in SL was not

observed until the appearance of the paper [222] in which

the use of the THz-TDS technique made it possible to

register THz emission caused by the BO.

The experiments [222] were carried out on structures

containing 35 periods of GaAs QW 9.7 nm wide, separated
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by barriers Al0.3Ga0.7As 1.7 nm thick, grown by MBE

method on n+-GaAs substrate. The electric field in the

SL was created by applying a reverse bias voltage to the

Schottky contact. The Schottky barrier was formed by

depositing the semitransparent chromium layer (5 nm) to

the surface of the structure. The calculated width of the

first mini-band for the SL used is 19meV for electrons

and 2meV for heavy holes [222]. The fact that WSL mode

is achieved in strong electric field in the created SL was

monitored by measurements of the photocurrent spectra in

the structures at T = 4K. THz emission generation was

studied during photoexcitation of structures with radiation

from Ti-sapphire laser, generating pulses with width about

100 fs, wavelength of 802 nm, followed with frequency of

76MHz. THz experiments were carried out at T = 15K

with oblique (45◦) incidence of femtosecond laser radiation

on the structure under study. The level of photoexcitation,

according to the data of the paper [222], was such that the

density of non-equilibrium electron-hole pairs in QW was

significantly lower than 1 · 109 cm−2. At reverse bias voltage

on the structure above 1.5 V, numerous oscillations were

observed in THz waveforms, the number of them increased

with bias voltage increasing. The amplitude of THz signal

also increased. In the amplitude spectra of the THz emission

an emission line was observed, the frequency of which

was varied from 0.5 to 2 THz with bias voltage increasing.

Moreover, in the bias voltage range of −2.5 to −3.5V the

THz generation frequency shift was almost linear versus

the bias voltage. In parallel with THz measurements (at
T = 15K), spectra of electroreflectance were measured

on the structures under study, which made it possible

to observe the correlation of changes in the Wannier-

Stark ladder with changes in the THz emission spectra.

The measurements and their analysis allowed the authors

of [222] to conclude that the observed THz emission is due

to the BO of electrons in SL. Note that in the paper [228],
where THz emission in GaAs|AlGaAs SL with wide mini-

bands (about 50 and 100meV) was studied, data were also

obtained on THz emission generation associated with BO

in SL upon photoexcitation by ultrashort laser pulses.

The impressive results of the papers [222,228] stimulated

further studies of THz emission due to BO effect. In the

papers of [229,230] the spontaneous THz electrolumines-

cence (EL) caused by BO of electrons in the natural SL

(NSL) of silicon carbide under quasi-stationary excitation

was detected and studied for the first time. Study of THz

emission in structures with NSL of silicon carbide under

purely electrical excitation was initiated by V.I. Sankin, who

for a long time intentionally studied the WSL phenomenon

in the conduction band of silicon carbide polytypes and

observed its numerous manifestations in electronic transport

(see review [231]). NSL in SiC is a long-scale periodicity

of chains of atoms with a cubic or hexagonal environment

along the C axis in the form of so-called Ramsdell

zigzags [232], which is present in all polytypes of silicon

carbide, with the exception of purely cubic (3C-SiC) and

purely hexagonal (2H-SiC) polytypes. The NSL periods

in such polytypes as 4H-, 6H-, 8H-SiC are equal to 5,

7.5 and 10 Å respectively [231]. A significant difference

between the NSL of silicon carbide and classical SLs, such

as, for example, GaAs|AlGaAs, is that in the natural lattice

there is no scattering of electrons at heterointerfaces.

Experiments [229,230] were conducted on n+−n−−n+-

6H-SiC diode structures. The base n−-layer was grown

by sublimation on 6H-SiC (0001) Lely substrate and

had a concentration of 1015 cm−3 < Nd − Na < 1016 cm−3

and thickness about 2µm. The concentration Nd − Na

in the substrate (n+-region) was about 2 · 1018 cm−3, and

its thickness was 200µm. The upper n+-contact layer

with concentrations Nd − Na ∼ 1020 cm−3 was created on

n−-layer by implanting nitrogen ions with subsequent an-

nealing and was 150 nm thick. Using photolithography and

dry etching methods, mesa structures with an area about

3 · 10−5 cm2 were prepared on the substrate. The upper

electrical contact to the mesastructure was continuous, and

the second contact, common, was located on the free part

of the substrate surface (Figure 22, a). The insulating layer

on the substrate and on the periphery of the mesastructures

was formed due to irradiation with protons. The samples

under study were mounted on the cold finger of the helium

optical cryostat (T ≈ 7K), optimized for THz region of the

spectrum. THz emission was recorded through the substrate

in the direction of normal to its surface within the spatial

angle ∼ 30◦ . A negative bias was applied to the samples

(negative potential on the upper n+-layer, see Figure 22, a)
in the form of bursts of rectangular pulses with repetition

rate of 75Hz and the individual burst duration 6.7ms.

This bias was used to minimize the influence of lattice

heating on the measurement results. THz emission was

measured with a liquid helium-cooled silicon bolometer

using the synchronous detection method. THz-EL spectra

were recorded using Fourier spectrometer. Intense THz

electroluminescence was observed when the bias voltage

amplitude on the mesastructure exceeded ∼ 190V. The

presence of such a threshold is associated with the break-

down of impurity centers in the upper n+-layer of the

structure, which ensures the subsequent injection of free

carriers (electrons) into SiC NSL [229]. After impurity

breakdown is achieved, the voltage in the structure is re-

distributed, and part of it is applied to the base region of the

structure (n−-layer). In this case, THz emission appears, its

intensity increases linearly with current increasing through

the structure [230]. Estimates of the spectrum-integrated

pulsed power of THz emission give a value about 10µW at

46.2W (0.21A, 220V) of supplied pulsed electrical power,

and the corresponding external quantum output of THz-

emission is ∼ 0.01 photons/electron (∼ 1%) [229,230]. The
characteristic spectra of the detected THz EL for 6H-SiC

structures with NSL at several values of the bias voltage are

shown in Figure 22, b.

The spectrum of the detected THz emission contains a

single line, its maximum shifts to the high-frequency region

with increase in bias voltage according to a law close to

linear, with the rate about 32µeV/V [229,230]. In this case,
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Figure 22. a — schematic representation of the studied n+−n−−n+ 6H-SiC mesa structures with NSL and geometry THz-EL of

experiment. b — THz-EL spectra of n+−n−−n+ 6H-SiC structures with NSL at several bias voltages. T ≈ 7K. The spectra are

normalized to the maximum and shifted vertically for clarity. Dotted line —
”
guide“ for the eyes.

the THz emission linewidth remains practically constant

and equal to ∼ 2.9meV (0.7 THz) when the bias voltage

changes from 200 to 240V [229,230]. It is also important

to note that the shape of THz emission line is much better

described by Lorentz profile than by Gauss profile [230].
Using specially prepared 6H-SiC structures that make it

possible to observe THz emission from the end of the

structures, it was found that THz EL is linearly polarized

along the electric field direction (and C axis) with a degree

of polarization about 50%. The combination of properties

of the detected THz emission makes it possible to associate

it with the excitation of stationary BO electrons in SiC NSL.

In the paper [230] the internal quantum yield of spontaneous

THz emission due to optical transitions between levels

of the Wannier-Stark ladder in NSL of 6H-SiC polytype

was theoretically calculated. The calculation gave a value

about 4%, which is in very good agreement with the

experimental data on THz-EL, taking into account the non-

optimal conditions for obtaining THz-EL from the studied

6H-SiC structures. The injection of electrons from the

n+-contact layer into the base layer of the studied structures

with NSL apparently facilitates the formation of a uniform

electric field distribution in the NSL region even under WSL

regime [233], thus creating conditions for observing THz

emission caused by BO. Paper [234] observed THz electro-

luminescence caused by BO of electrons on structures with

NSL SiC of other polytypes — 8H and 4H.

4. Conclusion

Over the past three decades of studies in the field of

THz emission phenomena in semiconductors, a number of

effective methods for generating THz emission have been

found, many of which were discussed above.

This review does not include such rapidly developing area

of THz studies and practical development as photomixing

(PM). PM technology is based on the THz emission gene-

ration in semiconductor photoresistor based on the material

with short lifetime of non-equilibrium charge carriers (in the

subpicosecond time range) due to the beats excitation in

the photocurrent at THz frequencies during photoexcitation

by the radiation of two continuous lasers with different

wavelengths. The photoresistor is integrated with antenna,

which provides emission of electromagnetic THz waves into

the ambinient space. By tuning the wavelengths of pump

lasers in PM-based THz sources, it is possible to cover the

frequency range from 0.1 to 3 THz [5]. PM-based sources

can be applied for THz spectroscopy of various objects,

although the spectral resolution in THz spectrometers based

on PM is inferior to the resolution achieved, for example,

in THz spectrometers using emitters based on microwave

frequency multiplication (Section 3.1.1). At the same time,

the efficiency of converting optical power into THz emission

power for PM-based THz emitters is quite low and, at best,

is about 10−6–10−5 [5]. There are a number of good reviews

on PM technology, including [5,235], as well as a relatively

new review [236].

Some of the methods discussed in this review for THz

emission generation in semiconductors are already used to

solve problems of THz diagnostics and spectroscopy, and

the other part may find application in the future. Over

these years, a whole field of science has been formed —
THz optoelectronics, one of the most important sections of

which relates to the technology of THz emission generation

in semiconductors and semiconductor structures. Thanks to
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the successes of THz optoelectronics, the
”
THz gap“ in the

electromagnetic spectrum, which was much talked about in

the 90s and early 2000s in the context of the difficulties of

obtaining radiation in this spectral range, has now become

largely achievable.
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